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A HERO’S WELCOME – Kevin Vickers, who took down the
gunman on Parliament Hill in Ottawa, is a humble man proud of
his Irish Canadian roots. He is pictured above receiving a two
minute standing ovation in the House of Commons a day after
the October 22 shooting.
[Read more on page 6]

DR. RAY BASSETT the Irish Ambassador to Canada presents
Pat McHugh with a 2015 Spirit Award at the 40th anniversary of
the Vancouver Irish Sporting and Social Club. Pat travelled
from San Francisco to attend the event and was presented
with the award along with four other founding executive members of the club.
[For the full story, see pages 14-16-17]

WIN FREE TICKETS
Win a pair (2) of tickets to Winter
Harp concert at St. Andrew’s Wesley
United Church, Vancouver on December 20 (See page 4 for details).
Entry by November 28. Mark your
entry: Winter Harp.

WILL MILLAR, former leader
of The Irish Rovers has returned to his first creative love
of painting. His work will be on
exhibit November 13-27 at the
Petley Jones Gallery in Vancouver. [Read more, page 5]

Win a pair (2) tickets to Dowco Triumph Street Pipe Band, Burns
Dinner at Famee Furlane Hall, Vancouver on January 24 (See page 3
for details). Entry by December 19.
Mark your entry: Triumph Street Pipe
Band.
Entries by e-mail only. Mark the
name of the event on your entry, including your name and daytime telephone number (only one entry per
person). Send to: cbutler@telus.net.

ST. ANDREW’S DANCE by Mary MacArthur – This shimmering dance celebrates St. Andrew’s
Day festivities. MacArthur conveys the rhythm carrying the couple back and forth, close to
each other and apart, between the other dancers and back again.
[For more about the artist, see page 2]

St. Andrew - Patron Saint of Scotland

S

aint Andrew is the Patron Saint of Scotland and St. Andrew’s Day is celebrated
by Scots around the world on November
30. The flag of Scotland is the Cross of
St. Andrew which is widely displayed as a symbol of
national identity.

Publication
Mail Agreement:
40009398

St. Andrew’s Day (Scots: Saunt Andra’s
Day, Scottish Gaelic: Là Naomh
Aindrea) is Scotland’s official national
day. In 2006, the Scottish Parliament
designated St. Andrew’s Day as an official bank holiday.

is marked with a celebration of Scot- In Scotland the day is also seen as the
tish culture with traditional Scottish start of a season of Scottish winter fesfood, music and dance.
tivals encompassing St. Andrew’s Day,
Hogmanay and Burns Night.
Schools across Scotland hold special St.
Andrew’s Day events and activities in- In Edinburgh, there is a week of celcluding art shows, Scottish country ebrations, concentrating on musical enThe celebration of St. Andrew as a na- dancing, lunchtime ceilidhs, dance fes- tertainment and traditional ceilidh danctional festival is thought to originate from tivals, storytelling, reciting and writing ing. In Glasgow, a party, with traditional
the reign of Malcolm III [1034 - 1093]. poems, writing tall tales, cooking tradi- music and a ceilidh are held. In Dumtional Scottish meals, and bagpipe-play- fries, songs are performed in the Burns’
In Scotland, and many countries with ing.
night tradition.
Scottish connections, St. Andrew’s Day
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A 90th birthday celebration
for Father Brendan Boland
By PEARSE WALSH
Father Brendan Boland, a very
proud Mayo man from Belmullet
who resides at Our Lady of Perpetual Help Parish in Vancouver
recently celebrated his 90th birthday.
The occasion was marked by a parish
celebration after the 5:30 PM mass, with
a reception in the parish hall, where a
group of Irish dancers performed, a
number of people sang to honour him,
and he received birthday wishes online
from relatives in Ireland.

tory, attended by some close friends
from Williams Lake, Kelowna and the
Lower Mainland.

Quote of the Month

His niece Mary Kelly – who is a District Judge in the State of Maine - surprised and delighted him by attending
the celebrations.

Courage is not the towering oak that sees storms come and go;
it is the fragile blossom that opens in the snow.
– Alice Mackenzie Swaim [1911-1996]

She lovingly described him as their favourite uncle whom they were delighted
to see when he came home on vacations from his missionary work.

He was their superhero as he had such
interesting stories about his work and
travels and, of course, they were so
envied by their friends as he took them
Fr. Brendan celebrated the mass and places in the hired car he always had
preached a touching homily about his life when he visited – a rare luxury for FR. BRENDAN Boland with his
niece Mary Kelly.
and travels and his appreciation to God them.
for the great life he has had.
The highlight of the night was undoubt- Congratulations Fr. Brendan – good
Later that evening, he was the special edly Fr. Brendan’s beautiful baritone health and happiness for many more
years.
guest at a celebration dinner in the rec- rendition of Old Man River.

ABOUT OUR COVER
ARTIST
MARY MACARTHUR is our cover
artist this month. She graduated from
The University of St. Thomas and the
Glassell School of Art in Houston,
Texas, having studied theology, life
drawing, English and painting.
Since then she has been working
freelance design and illustration and
has illustrated two books, Clare’s
Costly Cookie by Julie Kelly and Life
is Crumbly by Jansina Grossman.
Mary is on a quest to become an illustrator and religious artist. For more
about her work, see: http://
snowflakeclockwork.blogspot.ca.

[Alice Mackenzie Swaim’s poetry is universal, timeless, extraordinary. Born in Scotland of intellectual parents, she lived a life, according to her husband’s words, in “a cultural environment
extraordinaire...travelling in Europe, studying the cities, cathedrals
and museums.” At age 17 her parents emigrated to Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, where Alice’s father preached at the Western Theological Seminary and later at Princeton Theological Seminary.
Although, her poetic career did not begin until she was about 36
years of age, she became world renowned, earning prestigious
awards such as Poet-Laureate of the Sonnet and Scottish-American Poet-Laureate. She received more than 800 poetry awards and
it has been reported that she published more than 8,000 poems.]

SFU Centre for Scottish Studies
St. Andrew’s Day Celebrations
VANCOUVER – The Simon Fraser University Centre for Scottish Studies will present the Jocelyn Petit Band at a St. Andrew’s Day celebration in Room 1900 at SFU Harbour Centre, 515 West Hastings Street,
Vancouver. B.C. on November 27, 7:30-9 PM.
Jocelyn Petit has ignited stages across Canada, the United States, Scotland and
Malaysia, with her grace and passion, vibrant fiddler, stepdancer, singer and composer. She will focus on Scottish Breton music for the concert. A $10 donation is
suggested
Are you interested in learning Scots Gaelic? SFU will be offering a Skype-based
non-credit course in beginning Gaelic in January 2015 with instructor Fiona Smith.
The course will be one hour each week for eight weeks and you can learn in the
comfort of your own living room with a computer. For more information, e-mail:
leith@sfu.ca.

In Memory of Agnes Gibbons
AGNES GIBBONS (wife of the late Tom Gibbons) died peacefully and surrounded by love on October 22, 2014. She was 83 years old. Agnes was born in
Belfast, Northern Ireland on December 30, 1930 to the late James and Agnes
Morrison.
One of nine children, Agnes was blessed with a large and loving family. She
married her best friend Thomas Gibbons, on October 3, 1959 at St. Augustine’s
Church in Vancouver, B.C., and together they raised four children with love.
Agnes is survived by her children Theresa (Jim) Delaney, Tom (Tracy) Gibbons
and Kieron (Danielle) Gibbons; her grandchildren Morgan Delaney and Conor
Gibbons. She is preceded in death by her parents, her siblings and her son Liam
Gibbons.
She is dearly missed by her loved ones, who celebrate the fact that she is now
at peace. The family gratefully accepts prayers, condolences and memories. In
lieu of flowers please donate to the Alzheimer Society of B.C.

AGNES and Tom Gibbons.
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The Dowco Triumph Street Pipe Band
Robbie Burns Celebration

V

ANCOUVER –
The Dowco
Triumph Street
Pipe Band will
host their annual
Robbie Burns dinner on Saturday, January 24, 2015.
The band, currently ranked tenth
in the world and second in North
America, are pleased to invite
everyone to join them for a full
evening of Scottish tradition,
kilts, and a haggis and roast beef
dinner.

PHOTO: Weatherly

There will be some great Scottish en- THE DOWCO Triumph Street Pipe Band will present their antertainment with Highland dancing, bag- nual Burns dinner on January 24. The band is currently ranked
pipes and drums, and champion per- second in North America and 10th in the world.
formances throughout the evening.
The event will be held at Famee
Furlane Hall at 2605 East Pender Street
in East Vancouver.

Tam O’Shanter Dancers
Annual Burns Dinner/Dance

Tickets for the dinner and show are $70
each, or dessert and balcony seating for
WHITE ROCK – The Tam O’Shanter Dancers will host their 21st annual Robert
the show are $30 each.
Burns dinner/dance on Saturday, January 24, 2015, at Star of the Sea Hall, 15262
For tickets or more information, visit: Pacific Avenue, White Rock.
www.triumphstreetpipeband.com, or Doors open 5:30 PM, dinner 6:30 PM and entertainment 8 PM. Ceilidh dancing 9
call (604) 944-2311 or e-mail PM. Tickets are $55 for adults, children 10 and under $30. To book, call Janice at
(604) 536-7660 or Cheryl (604) 535-8949.
triumphburns@gmail.com.
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‘All music is folk music...’
E’VE lost another couple of musical luminaries in the last few days: Scots bassist / singer Jack Bruce (a pioneer of rock
and blues with Cream, and an accomplished jazz musician) and Acker Bilk, Somersetborn Dixieland Jazz clarinettist, most famous for his
Stranger on the Shore hit in the early 1960s.

W

What could these musicians have in
common, and what could they possibly
have to do with Celtic music, I hear you
ask?
Well, in a year in which we’ve also lost
Pete Seeger, it’s got me thinking about
my own musical roots, and how blues,
folk, skiffle and dixieland jazz were all
a part of the musical landscape where
I grew up in England.
All this music was reaching the Old Sod
in the 1950s and early 1960s, inspiring
bands like The Quarrymen, who
morphed into The Beatles, and the Rolling Stones.
It doesn’t take much research to tie in
names like Lonnie Donnegan, Big
Bill Broonzy, Chris Barber, and
Muddy Waters with those of John
Lennon, Martin Carthy, Keith
Richards, Eric Clapton, and Jack
Bruce. Louis Armstrong once observed that “all music is folk music; I
ain’t never heard no horse sing a song.”
I couldn’t agree more!

By
STEVE
EDGE

THE ROGUE
FOLK CLUB

MARTIN Simpson, English folk
singer, guitarist and songwriter, plays the Rogue on November 16.

November 15 is Gloaming day. Head
up to UBC early in the evening for a
Q&A with the band, conducted by Eilis
Courtney in the Telus Studio Theatre
across the lobby from the magnificent
Chan Auditorium (6265 Crescent Road,
just off Marine Drive at UBC.)

The Gloaming features the wonderful Co. Clare fiddler Martin Hayes and
his Chicago-born, Irish-bred guitarist
Dennis Cahill alongside Afro Celts
singer Iarla O’Lionaird, New York
pianist Thomas Bartlett, and Dublin’s
Folk music is such a rich tapestry wo- hardanger fiddle explorer Caoimhin
ven from many strands, and none are O’Raghallaigh.
better skilled at linking up the ancient
Child ballads of Scotland and England The Gloaming released their eponyto the Delta Blues and reflecting the mous debut CD earlier this year on
influence of trad. jazz than English gui- Peter Gabriel’s Realworld Records.
tarist and singer Martin Simpson, who
The centre-piece is a 17 minute exmakes a welcome return to Vancouver
travaganza with Iarla singing in Gaelic,
on Sunday, November 16 at the Rogue.
and there are fiddles and sparse piano OH SUSANNA, Canadian songIt completes a remarkable weekend for and then the music and the intensity bird Suzie Ungerleider, grew up
traditional music – and contemporary builds and builds as Hayes and Cahill in Vancouver, but now lives in
folk, country and blues, which starts take off in one of their signature med- Ontario.
with a Country Honky Tonk leys of reels, with Martin’s curly hair
Hoedown on Friday 14th featuring flying and his polished brogues tapping Curiously, the first place I tried AmeriPortland’s Caleb Klauder Country furiously as they try to keep up with can beer, in the early ‘70s, before cold
Band and Vancouver’s own bluegrass the great man’s bowing hand. Wonder- drinks in pubs came into fashion over
there!)
/ country stompers Viper Central at ful stuff. Essential listening, I’d say.
St. James Hall (3214 West 10th AvAnd there’s more. Martin Simpson is Martin Simpson will hit the stage at 8
enue).
at the Rogue the next night on Novem- PM, but get there early for a spirited
set by three marvellous Canadian
Then on Saturday, November 15, it’s ber 16. A guitarist apart.
women – The Marigolds – at 7 PM.
the local debut of Irish-American
A stunning talent, a man so well-versed
supergroup, The Gloaming, at the
in traditional balladry that he recorded Acoustic blues singer / songwriter Suzie
Chan Centre at UBC.
two whole albums of instrumental ver- Vinnick teams up with Gwen Swick
Then it’s Martin Simpson, with spe- sions of the songs in order to fully com- and Caitlin Hanford – half of Quarcial guests The Marigolds, at St. prehend the meaning and gravity of tette who played at The Rogue in Ausuch epics as Lord Gregory before he gust – to present their eclectic blend of
James on the 16th.
felt able to unleash his considerable harmonious songs.
Next up at The Rogue is Canadian vocal talents upon the songs in his more
There is plenty of Celtic music at the
songbird Oh Susanna (November 13). recent recordings.
end of November and into December,
Suzie Ungerleider grew up in VancouSuch reverence and love for the music with Winnipeg’s Red Moon Road at
ver, but now lives in Ontario.
is a rare and beautiful thing to witness! St. James on November 28th, an Irish
She set out to record an album of covChristmas celebration on Saturday
THE CELTIC CONNECTION
ers, but producer Jim Bryson thought He was raised in Lincolnshire, first December 13, and Winter Harp at
she could do better than that; he asked learning blues and folk songs from his Capilano University’s Blue Shore Finansome of Canada’s finest songwriters to elder brother’s record collection, then cial Centre on December 17 and 18.
insinuating himself into the folk scene
pen a song each for Suzie.
playing floor spots and opening sets until 2015 is shaping up nicely with some
So Namedropper contains songs writ- he emerged as a most accomplished great Celtic bands coming to town, inten by the likes of Ron Sexsmith, Joel player – and still the only guitarist with cluding Alasdair Fraser & Natalie
Plaskett, The Good Lovelies, Jim Cuddy whom June Tabor will sing!
Haas on January 11, James
and Old Man Luedecke; songs that
Keelaghan on February 7, Le Vent
they themselves have never recorded. He then spent several years in the du Nord on February 13, legendary
States, in Ithaca NY, then the Bay Area,
Sadly, Suzie’s project had to be shelved and finally in New Orleans, immersing Donegal quintet Altan at the Centenfor a few months while she was bat- himself in the sounds of the blues and nial Theatre on March 19, and young
tling breast cancer. Happily she is fully the Appalachian ballads and the more Irish sensations Goitse on March 22
at The Rogue.
recovered and ready to unleash this atmospheric Celtic ballads.
new CD on her Vancouver fans at The
It’s a great time to be a music fan in
Now he’s back in England, with his Vancouver at the moment! Check out
Rogue.
beautiful wife Kit Bailey – daughter of
Rogue
shows
on
Caleb Klauder leads his Country English singer Roy Bailey – and their the
www.roguefolk.bc.ca and tune in to my
Honky Tonk Band out at The Rogue, daughter Molly, in Sheffield.
show, The Edge On Folk, every Satalongside Vancouver’s effervescent
country folk / bluegrass combo Viper (So he’s moved from one city famous urday from 8 AM to noon on CiTR fm
Central the next night. Bring your danc- for brass bands in the USA to one in 101.9 and www.citr.ca for the very
the UK famous for its silver bands! best in Celtic, Folk, Roots and more!
ing shoes!
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‘Ireland in the Rare Oul Times’
Artwork by Will Millar
VANCOUVER – Will Millar,
the former leader of The Irish
Rovers has now returned to
his first creative love of painting.
His work will be exhibited November
13-27 at the Petley Jones Gallery located at 1554 West 6th Avenue (west
of Granville) in Vancouver.
The opening reception will be held on
Saturday, November 15 from 3-5 PM
and everyone is invited to attend. Will
says, “bring your mouth organ and your
Irish grannie and come take a look at
my latest....”
In his artwork, Will is a voyager into
PHOTO: Sivart
the Ireland of his youth, portraying the
country in the 1950s before glass su- WILL MILLAR at work in his light-filled art studio overlooking
permarkets and traffic jams clogging up beautiful Quamichan Lake on Vancouver island.
small villages.
Before, as he puts it, “Ireland rushed
into the euro world like a Celtic tiger.”
Born in Ballymena, County Antrim, Ireland, Will grew up in a family where
music and art were encouraged. His
mother supported his first art lessons.
He recalls fondly how he used to thin
his oil paints by dipping his brush into
the glass oil lamp that lit the home, with
dinner being eaten at a table strewn with
paints and brushes and small unfinished
works of art.

‘The Exile’ – A musical
and storytelling infusion
of Irish emigration

V

ANCOUVER – Irish tenor, George
Hutton, has embarked on a new and very
exciting journey in the City of Vancouver.

His art lessons also included happy days
spent learning from an elderly art
teacher who lived nearby in a house
“full of glorious clutter,” as he writes in Well known for his rousing Irish
the preface of his new art book, Scenes traditional melodies, his voice has
been well received. Celtic music
from my Irish Rovings.

has been part of his life for many
years, George is also a member of
the acclaimed collective ‘Anuna’
and has just recently become one
Over the years, Millar nurtured and of the ‘Five Irish Tenors’ who will
developed his special talent into a style be touring the USA in 2017.
Will would cut sticks for her fireplace
and in return she gave him art lessons.
Not an arrangement he cared to share
with his neighbourhood tear-aways!

that evolved uninfluenced and unen- Having toured Canada in 2013 with
cumbered.
Anuna, it made his decision much easier
In truth, his unique style owes much to to return to this wonderful country.
the fact that his art college was in the Alongside this he had the honour of
Irish countryside. His emotionally performing at the BBC Proms in the
charged portraits of pubs and bucolic Royal Albert Hall, London, where he
scenes depict an era that has vanished perfomed Michael Tippet’s A Child of
our Time with the BBC Youth Chorus.
in Ireland.
Once a year Will returns to visit his
homeland, he tramps the by-roads
where he goes looking for lost youth.
He finds it in old cottages, peat fires,
warm dark pubs and pints: Unfortunately, the old characters are gone but
through his paintings, not forgotten.

“The mixture of classical and Irish traditional music has had a profound impact within my life. Growing up to the
melodies of Luke Kelly and the Arias
of Maria Callas certainly left their mark
on me.
“I was also very lucky to grow up in
Derry City because it is steeped in such
rich musical heritage. For example you
have Phil Coulter, Joseph Locke, Neil
Hannon and The Undertones to name
a few!

George Hutton is also a member of the acclaimed collective
‘Anuna’ and has just recently
become one of the ‘Five Irish
Tenors’ who will be touring the
The artworks in “Ireland in the Rare
USA in 2017.
“I
never
had
any
formal
musical
trainOul Times” are paintings of a by-gone
Will Millar’s purpose in painting is meditative, but it is also a basic desire to
remember his roots, the Ireland of his
youth.

era: plough horses, steam trains, hayraking by hand, gypsy caravans and
tinkers (the original Irish Rovers), old
girls in their Sunday-best hats playing
cards in a pub, the men with their cloth
caps and pipes, horse fairs and farmers’ markets, old storytellers and donkeys on the beach, jigs and reels and
shepherds with their dogs.
All his cherished memories come lovingly to life on his canvas.

Will is very proud that Petley Jones
Gallery has offered him the chance to
share his work with a wider audience.
For the past few years his art openings
have become a party where music and
spirited fun combine with his scenes of
“Ireland in the Rare Oul Times.”

ing as a child, but always loved to sing.
One of the most important things that I
believe any singer must do is tell a story
and mean it. Every song I sing resonates with me and I always try to connect that with the audience.”

and storytelling infusion that would bring
together Irish traditional music with
North American/Canadian swing into a
new exciting show called The Exile.

“The Exile will tell the story of a young
man immigrating from Ireland to
Since arriving in Vancouver two months Canada. It will have love, loss, hope and
ago, George was asked to perform at new opportunities within the story line,
the Vancouver Film Festival, where he all brought together by beautiful Irish
brought the house down with Michael melodies and exciting swing!”
Bublé’s Feeling Good.
The show will also include Dublin-born
“Having seen the reaction of the crowd actor Dylan Townsend, musician Neal
I was blown away. It also made me Ryan and dancer Paige McCulloch.
realize my love for swing music, and
the strong roots it has within North The show takes place at 8 PM on Sunday, November 30 at the Arts Club theaAmerican/Canadian society.”
tre on Granville Island at 1585 Johnston
As a result of this experience George Street (next to the Public Market) , tickfell in love with the idea of a musical ets are $20 at the door.
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Hero of Ottawa shooting
is a proud Irish Canadian
from New Brunswick

PRINCE CHARLES, seen in a June photo in France, has made
a substantial donation to the families of Cpl. Nathan Cirillo and
Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent.

Prince Charles donates
to families of slain
Canadian soldiers
OTTAWA – Prince Charles
has made what is being described as a substantial donation to the families of the
two Canadian soldiers killed
recently in separate attacks.
Clarence House confirmed a donation
was made to the True Patriot Love Foundation, which is managing the flood of
money coming in through the Stand on
Guard Fund. The contribution was made
explicitly for the families of Cpl. Nathan
Cirillo and Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent.
The Prince of Wales’ Charitable Foundation isn’t revealing the amount of the
donation, but a source close to the matter called it “substantial.”
Bronwen Evans, managing director of
the True Patriot Love Foundation, said
the organization is thrilled – but not surprised – by the donation from Prince
Charles, given his support for the military.
“I think it says to the families that he

She was joined by her husband, the
Duke of Edinburgh, and her grandson,
the Duke of Cambridge, at the dedication of the Flanders Fields Memorial
Garden at Wellington Barracks in central London.

Vickers who hails from
Miramichi, New Brunswick, an
area with deep Irish roots, ended
gunman Michael Zehaf-Bibeau’s
attack on Parliament Hill on
Wednesday, October 22.

recognizes the sacrifices that military Ireland’s Ambassador to Canada Dr.
Ray Bassett is quoted in Irish Central,
families make,” Evans said.
an online Irish news agency, describing
“Certainly given the particular circum- Vickers as “a real old fashioned cop
stances around how these two soldiers from a large Irish Catholic family.”
were killed, I think it says that he recognizes the important role that our mili- He called him “a great friend to the
tary plays, not just abroad, but also at embassy and to Ireland, and a hell of a
home in terms of protecting our democ- decent guy,” always happy to take Irish
visitors to Ottawa on a tour of the parracy and freedoms.”
liament buildings, pointing out shamrock
The Stand on Guard Fund was created engravings and other details anyone else
by a pair of Conservative friends in the might skip over.
wake of the October 22 fatal shooting
of reservist Cpl. Nathan Cirillo in front As the country watched in shock,
of the National War Memorial in Ot- Vickers was seen holding a gun and
walking through the House of Comtawa.
mons’ hallways moments after taking
It has since taken off, and the organiz- down the assailant.
ing committee – which includes individuals of all political stripes – pegged the Contrary to initial reports, police now
total as of October 30 at $700,000. believe that Zehaf-Bibeau, a selfDonations have come from 26 coun- radicalized convert to Islam, acted
alone.
tries, and ranged from $1 to $50,000.
All the donations will be divided equally Earlier, Canadian honour guard Corpobetween Cirillo’s family and that of Vin- ral Nathan Cirillo was ambushed and
cent, who was struck by an assailant’s fatally shot at the National War Memocar two days earlier in St-Jean-sur- rial, across the street from Parliament
Richelieu. Donations can be made Hill. Cirillo was an army reservist and
through www.standonguardfund.com. father in his mid-20s.

The Queen attends
Flanders memorial
garden opening
LONDON – The Queen paused
to reflect as she honoured fallen
troops’ memories at the official
opening of a garden to commemorate some of the First
World War’s deadliest battles.

O

TTAWA –
K e v i n
Vickers, the
sergeant-atarms for the House of
Commons in Ottawa has
become a new national
hero in Canada.

CPL. NATHAN CIRILLO (L) pictured watching over the Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier in Ottawa moments before he was shot
and killed on Wednesday, October 22.

“Thank God for
Sgt at Arms Kevin Vickers”
– Canadian Justice Minister Peter Mackay

Later, Prime Minister Stephen Harper He described hearing the news of the
concluded his speech by thanking attack in Ottawa as an emotional
Vickers for his bravery and crossing the rollercoaster.
room to shake his hand.
“We didn’t really know what was goKevin’s cousin, Keith Vickers, president ing on. I heard there was a soldier shot
of the Irish Canadian Cultural Associa- at the War Memorial, God love him, he
tion of New Brunswick, said that their passed away.
ancestors arrived in Canada after flee“I was listening to the radio when they
ing hunger-stricken Ireland.
said a gunman had run in to the House.
“Four Vickers brothers came over here I thought he might be after the prime
in 1852 after the Famine and we fil- minister, I thought of Kevin being there,
tered down from there,” he said. The and then I heard them say his name.
family believes the Vickers came from
the Wicklow mountains and possibly “I was afraid he’d been shot too, but
within the next minute they explained
from Vicarstown in Co. Laois.
what he’d done.”
The gunman then made his way inside
Keith
grew
up
across
the
street
from
Centre Block where he crossed paths
Kevin and his four siblings – three broth- According to his cousin, Kevin exwith Vickers.
ers and one older sister – in a city that changed fire with the gunman from
Highly regarded by his colleagues for calls itself “Canada’s Irish Capital,” and nearby his office, ran out of bullets, ran
his professionalism, Vickers was in the is home each year to Canada’s Irish back in to re-load, and then finally
stopped him.
RCMP for nearly 30 years, rising in its Festival on the Miramichi.
ranks. He then served as the House’s
director of security operations prior to
his appointment as sergeant-at-arms in
2006.
Despite working for the RCMP for
three decades, relatives said the incident was the first time in his career that
Vickers had ever shot anyone.
“I couldn’t be prouder of him right
now,” said younger brother John
Vickers.
Responsible for overseeing security

QUEEN ELIZABETH II places operations on Parliament Hill, Vickers’
a wreath of poppies at the new office is approximately six metres away
from the Parliamentary Library. The
Flanders Field Memorial.

gunman was shot dead just outside its
journey to collect and lay the soil, gath- doors.
Wearing a coat echoing the camel col- ered by schoolchildren from the UK
Officials who were trapped inside the
our of the uniforms worn by soldiers in and Belgium in 70 sandbags.
the conflict 100 years ago, the Queen Philip, in his role as senior colonel of House of Commons after shots rang out
– commander-in-chief of the British the Household Division and colonel of immediately took to Twitter to thank
armed forces – was among those to the Grenadier Guards, was also present Vickers for saving their lives.
place a wreath at the garden in recog- for the soil-gathering ceremony in Ypres “Thank God for Sgt at Arms Kevin
nition of the sacrifice made by so many. on Armistice Day last year.
Vickers,” tweeted Justice Minister PeThe garden, a short walk from Buck- The king of Belgium and the grand duke ter Mackay.
ingham Palace, was created with soil of Luxembourg were among those vis- The following morning, as the parliataken from 70 battlefields and war grave iting London to see the gardens opened, ment reconvened, Vickers received a
cemeteries in Flanders, Belgium, where accompanied by music from the band standing ovation that lasted for two-andmillions died.
of the Grenadier Guards and the state a-half minutes. He was visibly moved
The official opening marked a year-long trumpeters of the Household Cavalry. by the applause.
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The North Shore Celtic Ensemble:
A dynamic group of young musicians
VANCOUVER – The North
Shore Celtic Ensemble is a dynamic community of young musicians from B.C.’s Lower
Mainland.
Directed by professional musicians
Claude Giguère and Jay Knutson, the
NSCE brings raw energy to every performance, encompassing fiddles, percussion, and other string and wind instruments.
Original compositions draw on Celtic,
classical, jazz, and folk influences that
are blended with creative arrangements
of more traditional Celtic tunes.
The NSCE celebrates its music and its
west coast roots on its seven CDs and
through its annual Winter Concert Series.
This year’s Winter Concert Series is
called “Fast Forward” and marks 15
years of the NSCE and its beginnings
as a small group of students with a big
vision to share.
The Winter Concert Series features two
performances: One at the Terry Fox
Theatre in Port Coquitlam on November 22 and a second at the Centennial
Theatre in North Vancouver on November 29.
More details on the group, including a
performance video, and to purchase
concert tickets, visit their website at:
nsce.ca.

THE NORTH SHORE Celtic Ensemble will present their Winter
Concert Series in Port Coquitlam on November 22 and in North
Vancouver on November 29.

One of the most intriguing
UK ads of the year
LONDON – Marks & Spencer released their Christmas advertising campaign and it is a story of two fairies spreading sparkle and Christmas joy
around the world. The fairies fly around granting Christmas wishes from the
rooftops in the feel-good commercial that is bound to be a hit.
The two fairies already had 12,000 followers on Twitter by the time the new
M&S TV advert was unveiled on November 6, making it one of the most
impressive viral marketing campaigns of the year.
On November 3 a number of people received random gifts through the post.
M&S had used social networks to track down people who were ‘wishing’
for certain things, and made their wishes come true.
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Six year dispute over name
of Welsh town finally resolved
OURNEMOUTH,
UK – Autumn has
arrived, but the sky
is blue and outside
it is a pleasant 17 degrees.

B

The clocks went back last night, a
grim reminder that winter is on its
way, but looking on the bright side,
there has been below average rainfall and above average temperatures so far.

POSTCARD FROM
BOURNEMOUTH

So put together reads: The Church of
St. Bhrid in the Cantref of Mechain.

By
ELFAN
JONES

Now that the Scottish referendum is
over, the political scene has returned to
its usual sincere self.

However member of parliament for
Montgomeryshire, Glyn Davies said
“Almost every person I spoke with was
in favour of reinstating the “t.” So democracy has won the day and St.
Brighid is now a man whether she likes
it or not.”

No doubt, the promises from all sides
will be flowing thick and fast over the
next seven months. Pigs will fly, cows
will jump over the moon and we will
live happily ever after in a land of milk
and honey.
One gentleman, Brooks Phillip Victor The MP for Braintree in Essex
Newmark, the minister for Civil Soci- Brooks Phillip Victor Newmark
ety and Conservative Member of Par- has quit as Minister for Civil
liament for Braintree in Essex will not
Society following a newspaper
be one of the politicians promising us
the earth....he has announced he will scandal.
stand down following the most pathetic As the country held its breath, more
sex scandal in modern times.
than 70 villagers agreed in a survey that
the “t” should be reinstated and only
Newmark, a 56-year-old father of five,
three residents opposed the move.
was caught up in a Twitter sex scandal
honey trap.
We all hope that the three dissenters
will not be discriminated against and will
Dressed in paisley pyjamas he took a
soon be accepted back into the bosom
picture of part of his anatomy that he
of the village.
must have been very proud of (but
which even in a silver frame would have The English translation of the name is:
looked out of place on the piano).
Llan = The church of; Sant = Saint;
Ffraid = bride or bhrid(Probably St.
He then sent it to someone he thought
Brighid an Ninth Century Irish nun/prinwas a female Tory party activist called
cess/goddess).
Sophie Wittam. Call me old-fashioned
if you like, but as a young man I was
taught to say it with flowers.

Undoubtedly, Newmark had been led
on to believe that Sophie was interested
in more than political activities.
During late night online conversation
the reporter had sent him a picture supposedly of Sophie, wearing nothing but
a smile.
The story has now been referred to the
Independent Press Standards Organisation, with a formal complaint of attempted entrapment.
Newmark, who apparently was a popular and hardworking member of parliament is a broken man trying to save his
marriage and the Sunday Mirror will
argue that the story was in the public
interest.
Without sex scandals I wonder if the
tabloids could exist, so presumably there
will always be public interest.
Meanwhile, in Wales a story that has
gripped the nation: A six year row in
the village of Llansanffraid-ymMechain or should it be called
Llansantffraid-ym-Mechain, has finally
been resolved.
The riot police were not called and no
tear gas was thrown last Tuesday when
the Powys County Council Cabinet
Executive decided that after six years
the “t” was to be reinstated and
Llansantffraid-ym Mechain was the
correct name of the village.

The village had been signposted with
the “t” from 1800 up until 2008 when
Welsh language experts from Bangor
and Aberystwyth universities pointed out
that the Welsh word for a female saint
was San and SanT was the Welsh word
for a male saint.
Consequently as Sain Ffraid was a
woman then the correct name should
obviously read Llan san ffraid.

All parties have had their conferences
and are turning up the rhetoric for next
May’s general election.

Sophie turned out to be a freelance male
newspaper reporter working for the
Sunday Mirror, investigating claims
that MPs were using social media networks to meet women.

Ym Mechain = in the medieval cantref
of Mechain (Cantref was an area of
land for administration purposes like
modern day counties or states, and
Mechain was one of the medieval areas).

Sadly, for the inhabitants the road sign
either side of their village will only be
replaced when it has worn out, so they
will be waiting some considerable time
for their “t.”
•
Well my last month’s personal appeal
did not exactly overwhelm the world
wide web with communication from
wealthy unattached ladies wanting to
share a curry and Wincarnis with me
here in Bournemouth.
At the time of writing the number of
interested parties is nil, which turns out
to be for the best as it appears that I
will soon be returned to married bliss.
So you’ve missed your chance!

DAVID CAMERON furiously rejected a demand from Brussels
for more than two billion euros in backdated charges at the EU
summit in Belgium on October 24, setting up a new showdown
over Britain’s place in the EU.

LONDON – David Cameron
has furiously rejected a demand from Brussels for more
than two billion euros in
backdated charges at a summit on October 24, setting up
a new showdown over Britain’s place in the EU.

“This should not have come as a surprise for member states,” Barroso told
reporters.
French President Francois Hollande led
a chorus of EU leaders who urged Britain to play by the rules.
“Respect for the treaties is not for others, it is for everyone,” Hollande said.

Cameron even appeared to alienate his
ally Renzi, after the Italian premier deThe prime minister hijacked a meeting nied ever saying that the EU’s demand
that was meant to be focused on Eu- was a “lethal weapon,” which Cameron
rope’s stalling economy, saying the “un- had quoted him as saying.
acceptable” bill was a surprise and that
Britain was being punished for running The British leader however insisted repeatedly that his country, one of the larga successful economy.
est contributors to the EU budget, had
But his stance triggered a major clash, been treated unacceptably.
with other leaders telling him to pay up
and the head of the powerful European
Commission insisting Cameron knew
about the 2.1 billion euro demand in
advance.
“I am not paying that bill on the first of
December. If people think that is going
to happen they’ve got another thing
coming,” Cameron told a news conference.

Welsh village
rocked by
‘cannibal’
murder

On that happy note,
I wish you well. “We are not suddenly going to take out THE horrified family of a man who died
Elfan our chequebook and write a cheque for after being Tasered by police over the
two billion euros, it is not happening.” cannibalistic killing of a woman he had
met just hours earlier have apologised
The clash, which sources said held up to his victim’s distraught relatives.
the summit for around an hour, stole the
limelight from a landmark European Matthew Williams (34) died in custody
Union deal on climate change targets soon after police fired a 50,000-volt
and a pledge to give one billion euros to Taser while arresting him following a
fight Ebola.
deadly attack on 22-year-old sales assistant Cerys Marie Yemm.
It renews questions over Britain’s
vexed membership of the 28-member Williams was arrested after a security
EU, which Cameron has vowed to put guard burst into his room and found him
to a referendum in 2017 if he wins a apparently feasting on his victim’s face
general election next May.
soon after he had been spotted taking
her to his room.
Britain’s bill is the biggest of those imposed on several EU nations as a re- Friends said they had met on a night
sult of a revision in the way in which out only hours earlier.
the economic output of member states
Officers confirmed Yemm died from her
is measured.
injuries at Sirhowy Arms Hotel, a homeIt now includes previously hidden ele- less hostel in Argoed, Blackwood, South
THE SMALL Mid Wales village of Llansantffraid-ym-Mechain ments such as drugs and prostitution, Wales, on November 6.
and the overall performance of the
in Powys. Which has got back its “t.”
The area remained taped off while foeconomy.
rensic teams investigated.
Adding insult to injury for Britain, France
will be owed 1.0 billion euro by the EU Police have refused to comment on the
while Germany – the bloc’s biggest specifics of the incident, but sources
economy – gets a rebate of 779 million confirmed the victim suffered extensive
facial injuries.
euro.
SWANSEA, Wales – Illinois-born To Rise Again at a Decent Hour is a Cameron insisted Italian Prime Minis- Officers are treating her death as murJoshua Ferris has been announced dark comic novel centred around a frus- ter Matteo Renzi, Dutch premier Mark der but are not thought to be looking
as the winner of the Dylan Thomas trated New York dentist.
Rutte and the leaders of Greece, Malta for anyone in connection with the crime.
Prize at the National Waterfront The competition, which began in 2006, and other countries hit by the bills had Her family, and officers who attended
is open to authors aged 39 and under supported him.
the incident, are being supported by
Museum in Swansea.
who have been published in the English
Jose Manuel Barroso, the head of the specialist police.
His novel, To Rise Again at a Decent language.
powerful European Commission which Her mother Paula (49), brother Caven
Hour, was picked by a panel of judges
Ferris is the second successive Ameri- made the demands, confirmed that EU (25), and other relations were too upfrom a shortlist of seven authors.
can writer to win the prize and he re- finance ministers would meet to discuss set to talk to reporters. Sister Shannon
Ferris, who lives in New York, is the ceives £30,000 and a bronze cast of the issue, as Cameron had demanded. said, “We just need to be left alone to
author of two previous novels Then We Swansea-born poet Dylan Thomas for
But he dismissed the British leader’s grieve.”
Came to the End and The Unnamed. winning the competition.
insistence that he only found out about Miss Yemm was described as a funIn 2010 he was chosen for The New The shortlist also featured writers from the bill when he got to the summit a day loving young woman who had been at
Yorker’s “20 Under 40” list of fiction Wales, England, Ireland, Jamaica, Rus- earlier, saying London was fully aware a Halloween party with friends just
writers.
sia and New Zealand.
of the rule change.
days before the fatal attack.

2014 International Dylan Thomas
Prize won by an American writer
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Christmas season plans underway
at the Vancouver Welsh Society
VANCOUVER – The Dylan
Thomas celebrations continue
to attract enthusiasts throughout the world, including here
in the Lower Mainland.

On December 14, a bilingual Christmas
carol service will be held at 11 AM, followed at 2 PM by the annual children’s
party. Parents wishing to enrol a child
for the Christmas party should contact
Gaynor Evans at (604) 271-3134.

By EIFION

The Welsh Society’s Red Dragon was
WILLIAMS
full on the evening of October 19 for
Russell Roberts’ presentation of
Though I Sang in my Chains Like the
Nerys Jones was also this year’s conSea.
ductor of the traditional Gymanfa Ganu
On October 24 another enthusiastic held on Sunday afternoon, November
audience enjoyed Damon Calderwood 2, following a bilingual morning church
as Dylan, with music by Tim Readman. service. Nerys also sang several soDamon’s presentation was enjoyed by los, accompanied by Kimberley-Ann
the audience in an unforeseen cosy at- Barzenak.
mosphere due to a temporary power Meanwhile, the Welsh Society is busy
outage, resulting in the program being planning its traditional Christmas procontinued by candlelight.
gram of events. On November 24 volFollowing his presentation, Damon cut unteers are invited to help decorate the
a birthday cake to celebrate Dylan’s Red Dragon for the Christmas activities. A delicious lunch will be provided.
100th birthday.

The society’s Christmas festivities will
end on December 20 with the annual
Christmas dinner, catered by Jordan’s
International Food Designs. Information
and tickets can be obtained from
Gaynor
Evans,
e-mail:
fgevans@telus.net.
Over the past few months regular pub
nights have been held at the Red
Dragon, usually on the last Friday of
the month. These have proved to be
quite popular.
The next pub night is scheduled for
November 28, beginning at 7:30 PM.
On November 22, it is planned to hold
another quiz night, an event that has
also proved popular in the past.

Russell Roberts will return to the Hall
on December 12 and 13 for another
presentation of A Child’s Christmas in
Wales, a perennial favourite with local
enthusiasts.
He will be accompanied by his wife
actress Colleen Winton and their two
sons Gower and Sayer Roberts, supported by talented musician Brian Tate.
Tickets for this presentation are available from Neville Thomas (604) 2944332 and cost $20.
Anyone who missed Russell’s performances at the Cambrian Hall will have
another opportunity to enjoy his reading of A Child’s Christmas in Wales at
Ryerson United Church on December
[PHOTO: Angela Smith]
19, together with the Vancouver Chamber Choir conducted by Jon Washburn. THE VANCOUVER Welsh Society hosted a Halloween theme

on November 1 at the annual Welsh Weekend. Don Smith was

Local Dylan aficionadas are also look- a gambler while his wife Angela was a witch.
ing forward to the Vancouver East Cultural Centre’s production of Dylan Thomas Return Journey starring Bob Kingdom, from December 9 to 21. This is
an internationally acclaimed production
by Richard Jordan.
The annual Welsh Weekend was held
this year on November 1 and 2 at the
Cambrian Hall. On Saturday night the
audience enjoyed a Noson Lawen, a
traditional Welsh evening of music and
comedy.
The event had a Halloween theme, with
Antone Minard giving a presentaton on
Halloween celebrations in Wales.
Nerys Jones, a guest soloist from
Seattle, entertained the audience with
some Welsh folk songs. Delicious pub
fare was provided for this event by The
Celtic Treasure Chest.

[PHOTO: Angela Smith]

ALCWYN ROGERS dressed a hippie, Gillian Rogers was a
nun, while Beti Darvell-Jones was a very eccentric Queen of
England.

DAMON CALDERWOOD in his
role as Dylan Thomas views the
poet’s 100th birthday cake at
the Cambrian Hall in Vancou- ANGELA SMITH with Heather Davies who was dressed as a
ver.
nun at the Welsh Weekend.
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Children ‘treated as baby convicts’
and exported to Australia

B

ELFAST – Children in institutions in
Northern Ireland were exported to Australia like “baby convicts,” a witness has
told a public inquiry into historical abuse.

The Sisters of Nazareth order
of Catholic nuns was responsible for the removal of over
100 child migrants before and
after the Second World War,
some of whom faced grave
sexual and physical violence
after arrival.

Mothers of child migrants who were
transported were told their children had
died. Other mothers who returned to
an institution to see their child were told
their son or daughter had been adopted
by a family in the UK.

Reasons for transport included boosting “Catholicisation” or other religious
authority in the colonies, propping up the
number of white inhabitants of the Empire or saving money and emptying
Figures show 131 children, some as overcrowded workhouses, the investiyoung as five, were sent to Australia gation heard.
between 1938 and 1956 from a number
of voluntary institutions or state bodies A statement from one witness said, “We
were exported to Australia like little baby
in Northern Ireland
convicts.”
In some cases parental consent was not
sought, migrants were separated from The inquiry is part of a larger investisiblings and some deprived of their real gation into the deportation of children
identities by withholding of birth certifi- from institutions throughout Britain
cates, a lawyer for the Historical Insti- during that period.
tutional Abuse (HIA) inquiry said.
In 2000 some of these same children,
The inquiry was established by minis- now known as the ‘Lost Innocents’,
ters in Northern Ireland following a long would give heartbreaking testimony at
a Senate inquiry into child migration.
lobby campaign by alleged victims.
Survivors have given graphic details of Between 1947 and 1967, 7,000 “ortheir ordeals, according to inquiry chair- phans” were promised a life of exotic
animals and sunshine.
man Sir Anthony Hart.

Chairwoman quits
NI abuse inquiry
BELFAST – The Northern Ireland inquiry into historic child sex abuse was
thrown into chaos on October 30 after
the chairwoman announced she was
stepping down in the face of a barrage
of criticism.
Fiona Woolf said she had no choice but
to quit after accepting the victims had
lost all confidence in her ability to conduct the investigation impartially.

A SHIPBOARD photograph of British child migrants en route to Australia, kitted out in oversized new jackets, their faces open and filled with hope.
On arrival, many were separated from
siblings, sometimes forever, and transported to isolated private institutions that
were little better than forced labour
camps.

ter of children were sexually abused.

The appalling extent of this betrayal
would become clear only in 1987,
through the remarkable persistence (as
told in the 2010 film Oranges and SunUnregulated, these were a paradise for shine) of social worker Margaret
predators: in some, more than one-quar- Humphreys.

The British Government had colluded
with non-government agencies to save
on orphanage costs and boost the white
population of its colonies by deporting
150,000 children, some as young as
three, across the world without their
parents’ consent. The average age was
eight.

Abuse of young girls flourished
after years of rape ignored
LONDON – A devastating report into the Rotherham sex
abuse scandal makes “painful
reading” for the police force covering the town, its chief constable has admitted.
South Yorkshire Police chief constable
David Crompton acknowledged the
force had been heavily criticised but
insisted that he was determined to learn
lessons to ensure that past mistakes
would not be repeated.

It follows sustained pressure over her
links with the former home secretary,
Lord Brittan, who is facing claims that FIONA WOOLF is the second
he failed to act on a dossier of paedo- chairwoman to step down from
the historic sex abuse inquiry. He requested a meeting with Profesphile allegations in the 1980s.
sor Alexis Jay, who wrote the report
Her departure is a huge blow for the ing with the inquiry panel’s secretariat. which indicated local children were
government after the previous chairabused between 1997 and 2013 amid
woman, Baroness Butler-Sloss, also had Woolf’s links to Lord Brittan came un- widespread failings by authorities.
to quit because her late brother, Sir der scrutiny because she is likely to be
Michael Havers, was attorney general called to give evidence to the inquiry The report released earlier this year
about his handling of child abuse alle- outlines widespread sexual abuse in the
during the same period.
northern England city and found that
gations.
Woolf told the BBC that it has been
about 1,400 minors – some as young as
clear to her for some time that she did Alison Millar, head of the abuse team 11 years old – were beaten, raped and
not have the confidence of the victims at Leigh Day solicitors which represents trafficked as the local authorities igand that she should now “get out of the some of the victims, welcomed her de- nored a series of red flags.
cision to go.
way.”
Some children were doused in gasoline
“Ultimately what turned the tide was “We are pleased that Fiona Woolf has and threatened with being set on fire if
less about putting up with the innuendo stepped down and now the work be- they reported their abusers, the report
and negative comment in the press, but gins for a proper inquiry which listens said, and others were forced to watch
more about the victims themselves. This to the survivors and supports them in rapes and threatened with the same
giving their evidence to an experienced fate.
is for them,” she said.
panel,” she said.
“I am obviously sad that people are not
The vast majority of perpetrators have
confident in my ability to chair what is However, Woolf warned that it could been identified as South Asian and most
a hugely important inquiry impartially. I be difficult to find a suitable replace- victims were young white girls, adding
don’t think it was going to be possible ment who was willing to take on the to the complexity of the case.
for me to chair it without everybody’s role in the face of intense media scruThe report accused officials of ignortiny.
support.”
ing “a politically inconvenient truth” in
Her announcement came after victims’ “It is really going to be hard to find some- turning a blind eye to men of Pakistani
representatives issued a unanimous call one with no connections. A hermit?” she heritage grooming vulnerable white girls
for her to be replaced following a meet- said.
for sex.

PROFESSOR Alexis Jay who compiled a report into how gangs
of mainly Asian men groomed, terrorised and abused 1,400
girls as young as 11 in Rotherham over a 16-year period said
sex abuse went on undetected in many other areas across
Britain.
It was not until 2010 that the first case
of child sexual exploitation in
Rotherham, a South Yorkshire city of
about 250,000 people, made it to court.
Five men received long prison sentences for grooming three teenage girls
for sex.

and a former chief inspector of social
work, said that vulnerable girls as young
as 11 and largely from disadvantaged
backgrounds had been brutalized by
groups of men.

The report described the failures of the
political and police leadership as blaThe Times of London later published a tant. When victims came forward, Jay
series of articles claiming that the local said, the police often regarded them
authorities had been aware of several “with contempt.”
instances of sexual abuse that were not
Three earlier reports, published from
prosecuted.
2002 to 2006, detailed the abuse, and
The Rotherham Council eventually com- according to Jay, “could not have been
missioned an independent inquiry that clearer in the description of the situation in Rotherham.” But the first one
led to the recent report.
was “effectively suppressed” and the
Professor Jay, the author of the report other two “ignored,” she said.
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Effigy of Alex Salmond
blown up by English town
EDINBURGH – It may not
have qualified as treason but
there was plenty of gunpowder and plot when it came to
the fate of an effigy of Alex
Salmond at an English bonfire celebration.
Despite assurances that likenesses
of Salmond would be spared the
Guy Fawkes treatment, his effigy
was blown up in Lewes, East Sussex, on bonfire night in spectacular fashion.

TRADITIONALLY more important than Christmas in Scotland,
Hogmanay is marked by whisky, first-footing, the singing of
Auld Lang Syne and many a sore head the next day. Edinburgh is also home to one of the world’s most famous New
Year parties – complete with a spectacular fireworks display –
When it first emerged that a guy had
which attracts thousands of visitors, but this year’s event could
A
MOBILE
PHONE
picture
taken
on
bonfire
night
appears
to
been created in the image of Salmond,
be in jeopardy due to a standoff over policing.
there was a storm of protest from sup- show an effigy of Alex Salmond being blown up in Lewes, East
Sussex.
porters of the outgoing First Minister.
The objections led to local police saying that Salmond’s effigy had been withdrawn from the bonfire night celebrations, which are amongst the largest in
the UK.

“As well as the SNP being all
over Scotland, Alex Salmond
is now all over East Sussex.”

The assurances proved groundless, however, when photographs were posted on
social media on November 5 showing
that a topless Salmond wearing a kilt “It was left up to the societies to make
a decision about what they did with the
had been burnt to a crisp.
effigies,” the spokeswoman added.
Originally, two large models of the politician were created for the Lewes bon- High-profile politicians and celebrities
fire parade, but Sussex Police said they have been targets of the parade in the
had been withdrawn following com- past.
plaints on social media.
Television presenter and journalist Piers
But pictures emerged online of one of Morgan tried to soften the blow by
the effigies at the centre of a fireworks tweeting: “Don’t take this Lewes bonfire thing too personally @AlexSalmond
display.
– they burned me too.”
One effigy depicted Salmond holding a
sign reading 45 percent, the proportion Salmond said, “I’m in pretty good comof Scottish people who voted for inde- pany – Angela Merkel got the burning
pendence from the UK in September, treatment from the East Sussex Conwhile the Loch Ness Monster peers servative council.
over his shoulder.
The second model portrayed Salmond,
naked from the waist up, wearing a kilt
and sitting on a bucket of North Sea
oil.
A number of societies take part in the
parade, each providing their own effigies, costumes, bonfire sites and procession route within the town.

“I think their judgment is askew but if
they think I’m a threat to the Westminster establishment like Guy Fawkes,
they are right.

Edinburgh hit with
a huge Hogmanay bill

E

DINBURGH – Hogmanay celebrations in
the capital have been thrown into chaos after organisers were threatened with a massive policing bill for the first time in the
event’s 21-year history.

“I am used to insults from Tories in East
Sussex and if they think that is a good City leaders and the producers of the
thing to do, it is up to them.”
money-spinning Edinburgh festival are
He added that he was more concerned at loggerheads with Police Scotland
about Nessie being burned and said that chiefs after being asked to fork out
£250,000 for the 300 officers who work
was “totally outrageous.”
at the 80,000 capacity event.
A spokesman for the first minister said,
“As well as the SNP being all over Scot- The stand-off is still unresolved, despite
land, Alex Salmond is now all over East months of negotiations and pleas for
leniency from organisers of the event,
Sussex.”
as well as police reducing the bill by
around £100,000.

WestJet confirms
Glasgow-Canada
flights starting next year

Waterloo Bonfire Society created the
caricature of Salmond and Nessie and
said it had “no wish or intention to of- GLASGOW – Glasgow Airport “WestJet is an ambitious airline with an
fend.”
has received a boost after Cana- extensive route network and we’re deSussex Police said that complaints had dian airline WestJet confirmed its lighted it has chosen Glasgow as its first
been raised and initially tweeted: “For intention to introduce daily, direct ever UK destination.
those enquiring, we have been advised
“Scotland has always enjoyed a close
that there won’t be any burning of the flights between Glasgow and Hali- relationship with Canada and not only
fax,
from
summer
2015.
Alex Salmond effigies this evening in
will the daily service to Halifax provide
Lewes.”
The new link-up will mark the first time our customers with greater choice, it
However, Twitter user Michael Story the firm has served an airport in the UK, will further strengthen our long haul
posted photos at the end of the parade and only the second transatlantic route connectivity.
which appeared to show the kilt-wear- following the launch of flights to Dub- “This announcement underlines our
ing effigy exploding in a puff of black lin.
commitment to delivering the routes and
smoke amid a fireworks display.
Halifax has strong ties with Scotland, services our customers demand and we
Other pictures appeared to show fire- both culturally and historically. In hon- are looking forward to welcoming
works firing out of the figure’s nipples. our of the connection, WestJet will WestJet to Glasgow.”
number the Glasgow flight WS30, to Gordon Matheson, leader of Glasgow
Story wrote, “To be absolutely clear:
mark St. Andrew’s Day on November City Council and chair of the city’s
Tonight I saw an effigy of Alex Salmond 30.
Marketing Bureau added, “WestJet’s
lit by fireworks then blown up at
Lewes.”
The maiden journey will leave from new route from Halifax is a major boost
Glasgow on May 30, 2015 and fly daily for Glasgow, providing the perfect opSussex Police is looking at a number of until October 24.
portunity to strengthen cultural and busicomplaints about the portrayal of
ness links between both cities.
Salmond as an effigy and is “trying to The flight will last five hours 15 minestablish whether or not any crime may utes, and be operated by one of the air- “There will undoubtedly be strong dehave been committed”.
line’s 136-seater Boeing Next-Genera- mand for this service, which has huge
potential to deliver significant inbound
tion 737-700 aircraft.
A spokeswoman for the force added,
leisure tourism.”
“Officers spoke to the bonfire socie- Managing Director of Glasgow Airport,
ties on the night to make them aware Amanda McMillan, welcomed the new The confirmation of the new route
of the concerns being raised about the route, adding, “This is fantastic news comes just days after Glasgow Airport
effigies of Scottish First Minister Alex for Glasgow Airport and for Scotland. confirmed it would be adding extra
flights to Orlando, in Florida.
Salmond.

Promoters Unique Events and Underbelly already pay for around 500 stewards to work at the party. It is understood some 300 police officers were
also on duty last Hogmanay.
It is believed a final decision on policing costs is unlikely to be made before
the official launch of the Hogmanay
programme later this month.
Lothian and Borders Police had previously waived charges for its officers,
but a new nationwide charging regime
– which sees event organisers pay up
to £83 an hour per officer – has come
in with the introduction of the new nationwide force.

year with the city council at the end of
2012 and say they are unable to absorb
the extra costs.
One source said, “It is a farce that this
issue has not been resolved so close to
this year’s event. A compromise will
have to be found in the next few weeks
to allow the street party to go ahead as
planned.”

Steve Cardownie, the council’s events
champion, said: “We are pressing for
full abatement of the policing charges
and a stay of execution on this until after the 2015 event. We were not made
aware of these extra costs when we
set the budget for the event, which is
The Scottish Police Authority, Police far too valuable for us to compromise
Scotland’s official watchdog, approved on its safety.”
the new charging policy, which came
into force on April 1, following concerns Police Scotland say a “consistent”
from senior officers that different ar- policy is being applied across the counrangements for major events were in try and it cannot “absorb the cost of
events at the expense of the public
place around Scotland.
purse”.
At the heart of the dispute is an insistence from the force that the celebra- Chief Superintendent Mark Williams
tions, which are worth more than £30 said, “We’ve been working with the
million to the national economy, are City of Edinburgh Council and event
organisers for some months to plan and
treated as a “commercial event.”
deliver this year’s Hogmanay celebraAlthough the main street party on tions.
Princes Street was a free celebration
when it began in 1993, revellers have “Part of that dialogue includes the
been charged for tickets for the past charging arrangements. Planning is at
decade, with the cheapest on offer now an advanced stage and I am certain all
the agencies involved will work together
costing £22.10.
to deliver a fantastic event.”
City leaders believe the Hogmanay festivities should be given special dispen- Pete Irvine, managing director of
sation because of their iconic status and Unique Events, said, “We are included
the benefit they bring to the whole coun- in the discussions with Police Scotland
and the City of Edinburgh Council to
try.
ensure Edinburgh’s Hogmanay retains
Unique Events and Underbelly agreed its reputation as one of the safest ura fixed-price tender of £1.3 million a ban events in the world.”
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Mark Your Calendar
for the Annual SFU Pipe Band
Burns Dinner and Silent Auction
COQUITLAM, BC – The
Simon Fraser University Pipe
Band will again host their annual Robbie Burns dinner and
silent auction celebrating the
A SCENE from the docu-drama recreates the invasion of Ire- life of the Scottish Bard on
land by the forces of Robert the Bruce.
Saturday, January 24, 2015.

BBC to recreate failed
Scots invasion of Ireland
AN ill-fated Scottish military campaign to invade
Ireland led by Robert the
Bruce’s brother is explored in a new BBC
docu-drama.
After Bannockburn captures a moment “lost in the shadows” of Bruce’s
1314 victory over Edward II of England.
The two-part series tells how Bruce
feared a renewed attack. To counter
this, he sent his brother, Edward, to Ireland in 1315 to open a second front, intent on draining Anglo-Irish forces of
resources and men, while also helping
rid Ireland of what he believed were
unwanted occupiers.

“It doesn’t fit
with the image
of a patriot king
defying English
imperialism if he,
in turn, invades
another country.”

The pipe band organization offers a
range of instruction to youth and currently has bands competing in grade
five, three and two as well as a beginner music program to help young musicians get a head start before deciding
to take up the pipes or drums.
The Simon Fraser University Pipe Band
Society is proud to have one of the largest and most extensive youth programs
for piping and drumming in the world.

Pipe Band at the Executive Plaza Hotel in Coquitlam.

taking the reins from Terry Lee when world class pipe band while enjoying a
he retired after 30 years as Pipe Major delicious Burns night dinner along with
good music, entertainment, and fun.
of the SFU Pipe Band.
The SFU Pipe Band is preparing for a
return trip to Scotland in August for the
World Pipe Band Championships and
will be preforming a concert at the Royal
Glasgow Concert Hall in Glasgow prior
to the Championships. They will also
perform a concert in Vernon B.C. in
July.

Tickets for the SFU Pipe Band Robbie
Burns Dinner and Silent Auction are $75
and it will be held at the Executive Plaza
Hotel, 405 North Road in Coquitlam,
B.C. Doors open at 6 PM.
To book your ticket or for more information, visit: www.sfupb.com and follow the SFU Pipe Band on Facebook
and Twitter.

‘Earliest tabloids’
to go under the hammer

The docu-drama, narrated by Brian Cox,
will feature a re-creation of Edward
landing at Larne with more than 6,000
men on May 26, 1315, to embark on a
three-year campaign using Ulster as a
launch-pad for Scottish attacks.

Scottish medieval re-enactment group
Clanranald will feature as will actor
Clive Russell, from Game Of Thrones,
as Bruce, and Valhalla Rising star
Douglas Russell as his brother.

It will feature performances by the sixtime World Champion Simon Fraser
University Pipe Band and proceeds go
towards the education of piping and
drumming via the band’s youth program
PHOTO: Catholine Butler
– the Robert Malcolm Memorial
PIPING in the Haggis at a Burns Dinner hosted by the SFU
(RMM) Pipe Bands.

This past competition year for SFU saw
Alan Bevan step in as Pipe Major after Don’t miss an opportunity to hear this

In return, Bruce’s brother would be
made High King of Ireland, a role unfilled since the end of the Thirteenth
Century.

Despite scoring many victories, the
Scottish forces, hated for pillaging the
land and beleaguered by famine, were
defeated at the Battle of Faughart on
October 14, 1318. Edward was slain,
forcing Bruce to consolidate at home
and end any serious involvement in Ireland for a decade.

This fun-filled evening will promote piping, drumming, and Scottish heritage.

L

ONDON – Sheets of paper containing
details of crimes and people executed for
them known as one of the earliest forms
of tabloid journalism are set to be sold at
auction this month.
Called ‘Execution Broadsides’, the
documents covered gruesome and gory
facts and rumours about hangings in
“The defeat [at Faughart] is so categori- Britain between the Eighteenth and
cal Bruce must have thought, ‘I cannot Nineteenth Centuries.
throw another 6,000 men at this’. He They were produced to include sensamay have been thinking it would have tional news about the crime and the
been a good time to draw a line under people killed for them – normally sellit.”
ing for a penny near the gallows on the
Penman added that the arrival of a cat- day.
tle plague in Scotland was the deciding The single sheets of printed news covfactor in Bruce ending his Irish cam- ered the crime committed, a woodcut
paign, and resulted in a two-year truce
with Edward II.

ROBERT the Bruce statue in
Stirling, Scotland

Writer David Ryan said: “Many Scots
don’t realise there was a series of
events after Bannockburn tied in with
Bruce’s attempts to secure his claim on
the Scottish throne and to expel English forces from Scotland, and make
sure the English monarchs recognised
He said the campaign was “a cul-dehis right to rule, and Ireland is a key
sac” for Bruce’s ambitions, creating a
part to that.”
crisis with the death of his brother, leavRyan said that local politics and inter- ing him with only his grandson as heir
nal feuds meant the native Irish aris- and facing a major plot against him at
tocracy failed to rally to Bruce, because home.
of the “misery and war” his forces
Penman said because the Irish cambrought to their lands.
paign took place so close to
Though much of the action was shot in Bannockburn, it has been “lost in its
Ireland, Scottish locations have also shadow.”
been used, including the Mull of KinHe added: “It doesn’t fit with the imtyre, Bannockburn, Stirling, Turnberry,
age of a patriot king defying English
and Dunfermline Abbey, where Robert
imperialism if he, in turn, invades anis buried.
other country.”
Among the academics featured in the
The programme – a co-production beprogramme is Stirling University histotween Ireland’s Tile Productions and
rian Professor Michael Penman. He
Glasgow-based Caledonia TV – will be
said the Irish campaign was “a front
broadcast on BBC Scotland in spring.
too far.”

They detailed the supposed history and
scandalous crimes of the victim – the
ancestor to modern day tabloids.
The 11 clippings, which vary in size, are
being sold on November 12 at Dominic
Winter Auctioneers in Cirencester.

Chris Albury, an auctioneer and senior
valuer, said they came from a private
illustration, a description of the convict’s collection.
final hours and his last dying confesHe said, “It’s tabloid journalism of the
sion.
day. The wood cuts are quite crude.
Vendors would set up their carts and They are very graphic, dramatic items.
booths hours before execution time,
selling food, drink, souvenirs, even por- “It is nice to see such a big group of
nographic material, to a frenzied crowd. them together. A collection like this is
routinely found in the British Library.”
Minstrels and jugglers entertained the
masses and with the advent of cheap Each of the execution broadsides covprinting in the Sixteenth and Seven- ers one particular crime from the time,
teenth Centuries touts created the lurid with text and drawings both giving the
reader of the horrific crime.
“broadsheets.”
The sheets could fetch around £200 a
piece, with some expected to reach up
to £300.
One headline reads, “The Father’s
Crime; or Fatal Curiosity. An affecting
and true history of The Unnatural Murder of James Andrew Macauley, a
Young Sailor, For his Wealth, and who
proved, on the Morning after the Fatal
Deed, to be the Murderer’s long-lost
and only son!”
Another headline reads, “Life, trial, and
Awful. Execution, of William Harley, for
the Chipstead Burglary.”
For the time they were produced they
were very sophisticated – involving columns, drawings and lavish borders.
The earliest of the six lots dates back
to 1787, going all the way up to 1846.
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In search of the birthplace
of Sir John A. Macdonald
LASGOW’S ‘Merchant City’ was developed in the middle of the Eighteenth Century and, as the name implies, housed the
residences and businesses of the Glasgow
merchants who made
their fortunes from the tobacco trade.

G

It was redeveloped from the 1980s
onward and now hosts some of the
city’s best bars and restaurants as
well as some of the hardiest al
fresco diners in Europe.

By
HARRY
McGRATH

I have been a regular visitor to the Merchant City area for many years and always make a point of paying my respects to the place where Canada’s first
prime minister is believed to have been
born.
Sir John A. Macdonald had Scottish
Highland antecedents (as befits his nickname ‘The Old Chieftain’) but his birthplace is said to be Brunswick Lane in
the Merchant City. The lane links
Brunswick Street to Argyle Street, one
of Glasgow’s main thoroughfares.

With Macdonald’s 200th anniversary
approaching, I recently walked down
Brunswick Lane again in the hope of
SIR JOHN A. Macdonald united
being able to report some improvement
in its fortunes. If anything it is in a worse Canada with his national vision
condition than it was a few years ago. and the construction of the

world’s longest railway. He
At this point I should record the fact would overcome personal hurthat there is some debate about exactly
dles, albeit with the help of the
where Macdonald was born.
bottle, to lay the foundation for
An alternative theory holds that Bruns- modern Canada.

To help me understand the issue, I contacted Peter Hebb who is the vice president of the Vancouver-based Sir John
A. Macdonald Historical Society.
I know Peter from my own Vancouver
days both though his work with the society and from speaking at the excellent St. Andrew’s Ball which his wife
Joan helps to organize.
Peter has travelled to Scotland “on four
occasions in the last dozen years” to
verify the Brunswick Lane location. He
attributes the “south side” theory to one
source “published maybe 40 years ago
that does not seem to have merit.”

It is here that the issue of Macdonald’s
birthplace intersects with some fascinating general aspects of Glasgow’s A BOARDED-UP building on Brunswick Lane in Glasgow, Scotland is believed to have been one of the childhood homes of
social history.

Sir John A. Macdonald, Canada’s first prime minister.

The ‘pub’ that Peter refers to has had
various incarnations but from 1927 it
was the iconic Glasgow bar The Mitre. Gordon’s work was subsequently relocated to nearby Tontine Lane.
Two Canadians repaired to The Mitre
on the day Scotland beat England at A final remarkable connection to the
Wembley in 1967 having just paid their Brunswick Lane site is that it was formerly owned by Selfridges which is
respects to Macdonald’s birthplace.
controlled by Canada’s Weston family.
One of them was John A’s great grandson, the other legendary Canadian I contacted Paul Kane, a public relabroadcaster Craig Oliver. CBC made a tions officer at Glasgow City Council,
short film of their visit which captures and he informed me that there is a new
the way Brunswick Lane looked at the owner and “there will be an appropritime as well as the drinking culture in ate tribute [to Macdonald] – whether a
plaque, a piece of public art or someThe Mitre.
This remarkable piece of Scots-Canadian documentary history can be viewed
by Googling “Visiting the birthplace of
Canada’s first prime minister.”

Sadly the buildings on Brunswick Lane
are an exception to the Merchant City
rule. Instead of being redeveloped, they
have been dilapidated for many years.

wick Lane was actually the location of
Macdonald’s father’s business and that
his son was born on the south side of
the River Clyde in a house demolished
long ago.

“Based on all our research...and the
strong opinions from the [Glasgow City]
Council,” he told me, “we have been
persuaded that John A. Macdonald was
born in the second floor apartment
above the pub.”

The Mitre survived in Brunswick Lane
for about 80 years until it closed. In 2011
its bar was reassembled at Glasgow’s
Riverside Museum of Transport where
it forms part of the ‘Main Street’ exhibition.
This seems a somewhat appropriate
legacy for Macdonald who was famously fond of a drink or three.
Ditto the fact that the wall on the lane
opposite the birthplace of this staunch
supporter of the British Empire was the
original host of an ambiguous installation called ‘The Empire Sign’ by Turner
Prize winning Scottish artist Douglas
Gordon.

New series of children’s
books based on the
works of Robert Burns
VANCOUVER – Just in time for
Christmas and Burns Day, a very interesting set of children’s books has just
come on the market.
Written by Norman Thomson, originally
from Glasgow but now living in Vancouver, these three books each consist
of four stories based on the works of
Robert Burns.

All contain the original poem in full plus
He explained to me the weight of evi- Norman’s interpretation of the works
dence that he has amassed in favour of in English.
Brunswick Lane as Macdonald’s birthThe books are: Introducing Mr. B. The
place.
Farmer Collection – for new readers
This includes the fact that Macdonald’s ages six, seven and eight.
father registered his birth in a Kirk
close to the Brunswick location and also Introducing Mr. B. The Friends Colregistered him ‘at an early age’ to at- lection – For intermediate readers ages
seven, eight and nine.
tend Sunday School nearby.
Peter asks ‘why would his father reg- Introducing Mr. B. The Battle Collecister a birth occurring on the south side tion – For competent readers ages nine, The illustrator Nicholas Lennox was
born in Glasgow but raised in Fife. He
of the Clyde at a Kirk all the way 10 and 11.
across the river?’
The stories are all set in modern times currently lives and works in Dublin
where he continues to both animate and
He also cites research done some years to make them comprehensible to the illustrate.
young
readers.
ago on behalf of Glasgow City Council
which found “clear evidence” of a sec- Thomson immigrated to Canada at the You can purchase the books discounted
ond floor apartment with its floor re- age of 23 and during his many trips back at the author’s rate by going to the
moved above the level that was “the to Scotland he has visited the Burns Cot- website www.writestrathearn.com
likely site of John’s father’s merchant tage and the spectacular new Burns They are also available at regular list
pricing at Amazon.com.
shop.”
Museum at Alloway.

thing else is to be confirmed – that will
be incorporated into the planning application for the site.”
“The Lord Provost of Glasgow,” he
added, “will be attending a conference
in Glasgow City Chambers organized
by the Canadian High Commission next
January to mark the 200th anniversary
of Sir John’s birth and this will be followed by a civic dinner.”
It appears that Canada’s first prime
minister will finally get the recognition
due to him in the city of his birth.
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Another two year extension in Canada
for Ireland’s Irish Ambassador Ray Bassett
VANCOUVER – Dr. Ray Bassett the Ambassador of
Ireland to Canada was in town on October 18 to
attend the Vancouver Irish Sporting and Social Club
40th anniversary celebrations.

I know that the present prime minister
thinks that’s a big weakness in Canada,
that everything is focussed very heavily on the United States.
If people go abroad, they tend to go to
Florida. He wants to make it much more
international.

Prior to the event he spoke to The Celtic Connection and told us that
he has recently been given an extension of an additional two years on He has been putting pressure on us to
make sure that the number of Canadihis stay in Canada.
ans coming to Ireland on the two year
When he received the invitation to attend the banquet, Bassett said he decided program has increased, and that’s very
this would be a good time to recharge his batteries with a visit.
good.
It has been awhile since his last trip out here from Ottawa and this was an This year we have a 33 percent inopportunity to connect with the local community once again.
crease of Canadians who have applied,
and we will probably be up around 600
Q: When you first came to Ottawa
or 700.
INTERVIEW

to take up your post did you have a
by Catholine Butler
There was a pressure from the Canaplan or an agenda that you hoped
dian Government to advertise that
to accomplish as Irish Ambassador
Apart from lobbying the Canadian Gov- which we have done and they want to
to Canada?
A: Yes, I did have a plan but circumstances were different then in 2010.
Ireland was in a very difficult position
and I had a very simple agenda.

ernment to open up and allow people
in, we also put together the money to
establish an immigration centre in Toronto. We give $85,000 a year to keep
that immigration centre open.

The two main items on the agenda
were, number one to open Ireland to
further immigration, and the second was
to help with the rehabilitation of Ireland’s reputation, particularly in the financial services area.

We also have a program of getting Irish
organizations to start welcoming sessions for the new migrants. I know that
has been happening in Vancouver and
we pay for that through the Irish Women’s Network (IWN).

Regarding immigration we were particularly fortunate to have had both the
late Jim Flaherty and Jason Kenny as
two people we could regularly approach.

So, that was the immediate agenda. It
was to initially increase the numbers as
fast as possible and that has been done.

The Canadian Government reacted
very, very positively, whereas some
other governments, particularly to the
south of us didn’t react as positively,
but the Canadian and Australian Governments were both very positive.

We have abolished any differences between north and south in Ireland and
made it possible for Irish citizens around
the world to come to Canada.
Actually, quite a few of the new applications are from Australia, so immigration will remain a very strong area.

The other area was, of course, in the The numbers leaving Ireland have
financial service side where Ireland’s fallen, in fact the numbers going back
reputation was very badly damaged with have increased considerably.
the banking collapse.
The very immediate pressure has eased
But, over the last few years in Canada, considerably but at the same time I want
our reputation has been regained and to keep up that human link between Irewe can now borrow money cheaper land and Canada.
than the States or the UK.
I wouldn’t want to see it lost as it was
We can now borrow money for 10 for almost a generation, while places
years at not more than 1.5 percent, like the UK and Australia were places
whereas we were charged 15 percent where Irish people traditionally went.
in 2010.
The Irish people are migratory people,
I think the two immediate goals, while I even when we had employment under
wouldn’t say are resolved, are certainly three percent. I think one in five people
improved drastically.
will migrate for at least two years.
The International Experience Canada There’s a push and pull factor, and it’s
program ( IEC program), which I don’t also very good for the country and indithink a lot of people in Canada under- viduals to spend some time abroad.
stand, is a bilateral program negotiated
every year between the two govern- In fact, we are getting a bit of a backments and that has been very success- lash from parliament as to why the Irish
are so favoured by immigration in
ful.
Canada. We need to now look at that
It allows young people from both Ire- area as well and to take it forward.
land and Canada to go to each others
country for two years.
Q: What exactly is the backlash from
parliament regarding the Irish being
We made a lot of changes this year, favoured by immigration Canada?
which included the arrival of the Young
Professionals Program.
A: One is the Liberal party have attacked the Irish program out of all proWe have agreed with the Canadian portion to the numbers.
Government for the rest of the year to
sit down with them about the program In fact, it has been reckoned by some
for 2015 regarding numbers and quali- people that it’s probably easier for an
fications.
Irish person to immigrate to Canada
than any other country in the world.
In the next two years there needs to be
a different agenda since circumstances I wouldn’t totally accept that, but obvihave changed considerably and the ously it has become much easier for
pressures that were there in 2010 have younger people both at the federal and
provincial levels.
changed.
Q: So immigration was your main
agenda?

The Canadian Government has had a
program of trying to encourage Canadians to go abroad for a few years, but
A: Yes, immigration was my main it’s not a particularly strong tradition in
agenda.
Canada.

RAY BASSETT the Ambassador of Ireland to Canada with
Catholine Butler (L) and Maura De Freitas (R) of The Celtic
Connection newspaper on his recent visit to Vancouver.

see an increase.

Q: What is on your agenda for 2015?
So, my view is that I think it would be A: This year and 2015 I want to work
unlikely, but not completely out of the on driver’s licenses, which is a big isquestion, to try and cut back immigra- sue.
tion numbers.
When people arrive over from Ireland,
I think given the numbers we have, I they can drive for 90 days as a tourist
couldn’t be asking for any other num- and after that they have to do a test to
bers in 2015.
get a Canadian driver’s license.
I think only the French have larger im- A lot of other European countries have
migration numbers but I could be wrong done bilaterial agreements with the
on that as it changes all the time. Nu- provinces whereby they automatically
merically, not proportionally, we are big- get their license. That has meant that
ger than any other country apart from the job opportunities for some Irish peothe French.
ple has been more restricted than they
We have seen a bigger number of the should be.
Irish going to other provinces. New- It’s an issue that I feel we should make
foundland has discovered oil and their
provincial program is almost solely directed to Ireland, and the Irish people
are coming into there on the provincial
program.
Some of the provinces are trying to get
control certainly of their own immigration like Quebec did.
Manitoba for instance has got 7,500 visas of its own. Newfoundland has a
very small quantity and is pressing hard
to get more.

As a result we have hosted a whole
series of fundraising events in the embassy and to date have raised 1.25 million.
This has nothing to do with us but we
give the embassy to the organizations
to use as a venue. Some organizations
raise huge amounts of money, while others very little.
One of the upcoming fundraisings is to
benefit the Low, Quebec area which,
as you know since you are originally
from that area, is a very traditional Irish
area.

My aim is to get the 10 provinces all on
board. I don’t think it’s an insurmountable problem it’s just time consuming,
but in every province there has been
some discussion.
There are three provinces now which
will be exchanging licenses in the next
few weeks and the two provinces at
the moment are Saskatchewan and
New Brunswick, and Ontario will also
soon be announcing. Unfortunately,
these negotiations take far longer than
people expect.

Investment in social
housing urged with Irish
economic recovery

Immigration is a big issue and, as far as
I was concerned, the number one issue DUBLIN – One of the country’s leadwhen I arrived.
ing think-tanks has claimed Ireland will
Q: Prior to your arrival in Ottawa have one of the fastest growing econothere was an uproar in Ireland over mies in Europe this year.
the ambassador’s residence and cost The Economic and Social Research
of renovations to the building. How Institute (ESRI) has joined a growing
has this changed?
number of experts in claiming that the
A: One of the things that my wife and I
did after we arrived in Ottawa was to
open up the residence not just for the
Irish community but for the wider community.

a big effort to correct. It’s been difficult at both ends to get it going, but now
I think we have a template and a clear
path.

David Duffy, ESRI report author, said,
“The recovery in Ireland is broad-based
and is stronger than previously thought.

“We have revised our forecasts upwards based on strong growth figures
in the first half of 2014, better than expected performance in the net trade
country’s revival in fortunes is hitting sector, a pick-up in investment levels
stronger and faster than originally and strong budgetary receipts.
thought.
“In our view, GNP continues to provide
It is forecasting gross national product the best measure of the standard of liv(GNP) – regarded by some commen- ing (and output) of Irish residents.”
tators as a more honest measure of how
Report co-author Kieran McQuinn said
economic figures are reflected on the
ground – will grow by five percent this the government should consider using
the extra 500 million euro being brought
year and next.
in to the state’s coffers next year –
The dramatic revision in its latest quar- mainly through water charges – to be
terly commentary sees the think-tank used for an investment package.
with an outlook similar to estimates from
the Central Bank’s advisers and busi- “500 million euro in additional revenue
is expected to be raised in 2015, with
ness and investment brokers.
the majority arising from water
On gross domestic product (GDP) – charges,” McQuinn said.
which includes the profits of multinationals – the ESRI estimates growth of “Under fiscal neutrality, this would be
available to the government for a con4.9 percent this year and 5.2 percent
next year. It also expects unemployment sumption or investment package.
to fall to 9.6 percent next year.
“We recommend adopting an investBut its economic chiefs urged the gov- ment strategy with targets an increase
ernment to use any additional taxes, in the number of social housing units.

The group will host an exclusive dinner
in the embassy for 24 people at $1,000
a plate, so that would translate to about
such as money from water charges, to
$24,000 dollars.
invest in social housing programmes.
The people who will come to the dinner
are originally from Low, Martindale, They said this will help to consolidate
Alcove, Venosta and Farrellton back- economic growth and ease supply and
grounds and this is sort of a nostalgic demand issues which are inflating property prices in some parts of Dublin.
journey for them.

“This would help to consolidate growth
while also tackling one of the most
pressing economic and social policy
concerns at this point, namely, the supply-side of the residential property market.”
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WILLIAM DONNELLAN:
An immigrant success story
VANCOUVER – William
Donnellan’s story is one of
immigrant success....from
walking the streets of Vancouver looking for work to establishing his own construction business here.

By CATHOLINE
BUTLER

This year the team won the North
American Junior A Hurling Championship and the sense of achievement was
momentous.
William spoke about the expectations
for the club in 2015 saying, “It’s funny
because every year the team seems to
be going from strength-to-strength, and
last year we had a great year.

He arrived in 2009 from his hometown
of Craughwell, County Galway, accompanied by his childhood sweetheart
Laura Newell.
Now, just five years later, William is WILLIAM Donnellan and
firmly established with a thriving com- Laura Newell.
mercial enterprise employing 30 workers. He also provides labour hire serv- “We do a lot of this and we’re hoping
ices to other companies in need of to break into that a bit bigger in the future. So, you could say we are a type
skilled workers.
of skilled labour provider, probably
In Ireland William had his own small about 30 percent of our business is
but busy construction company that spe- skilled labour hire.”
cialized in carpentry. When the recession started in Ireland construction was It has been hard work and William has
one of the hardest hit areas and put a lot of dedication and effort into
William’s business like so many others building up his company.
soon collapsed and ground to a halt.
He now employs 30 workers and he
William spoke to The Celtic Connec- gets a lot of calls on a weekly basis from
tion recently about his experiences ar- many of the newly arrived and skilled
riving in Canada and looking for work Irish immigrants looking for work in the
construction industry.
in Vancouver.
“I was here for about a month and in “When I first started IRL Construction,
that time I sent out numerous resumes I used to finish my work at UBC and
daily to construction companies and re- then build sun decks for customers,” he
ceived absolutely no response. One day says.
I was looking for work and walking “I would finish work at 4 PM, round up
along the street when I met a guy and a few of the Irish troops and head to
we got talking.
downtown Vancouver to build decks
“I told him I was looking for construc- until midnight.
tion work and his advice was to get a “I did that for a couple of years and
pair of steel-toed boots and a hard hat one thing led to another and we got so
and go around to the construction com- busy there wasn’t time for that
panies at 6 AM. He told me to stop at a anymore.”
few job sites, you’ll get a job that way
he told me...and that’s exactly what I Speaking about the number of calls that
IRL receive from new immigrants,
did.
Donnellan said, “It’s mainly from word
“On the Monday morning at about 6:30 of mouth that we’re called. We have
AM, I went down Granville Street and 30 employees now and from that
bumped into this guy, Trevor Tremblay. number I would say 28 are Irish, so we
“He was one of the main operators with may be a small bit biased.
Jacob Construction and he took me in “I find the schooling in Ireland for
for a quick interview. He told me to be skilled labour is probably the best in the
at the construction site at 6:30 AM the world. The Canadian companies recnext morning and I started working for ognize this and they really like the Irish
Jacob Brothers Construction immedi- trades, not only for carpenters, but for
ately.
electricians, plumbers, and everything
“I worked for Jacob Construction for else.
14 months and then I set up my own “We are at a great advantage and recompany IRL Construction in 2011.”
ally lucky, and we have the Canadians
William laughed and said, “I’m asked to thank because they are the ones
all the time what the initials IRL stand making it all possible at the end of the
for and when I tell some Canadians it day. There is a shortage of skilled lameans ‘I Really Like Construction’, bour here in Canada, they opened up
they generally laugh and say that’s awe- the gates and we came running.”
some.”
Along with managing his very busy conTo this day, William still does sub-con- struction company, William is also coach
tract work for Jacob Construction and of the Joseph P. Ryan Hurling team in
they keep him pretty busy along with Vancouver.
his other construction jobs.

“When I basically took on the job...I
wouldn’t say I was forced to take the
job, but when I was asked earlier in the
year, I wasn’t having any of it since I
didn’t feel I could commit 100 percent.

V

ANCOUVER – The Vancouver Irish
Sporting and Social Club hosted a sparking gala last month to celebrate the year’s
highlights with an awards ceremony and
to mark the club’s 40th anniversary.
By CATHOLINE BUTLER

Over 250 people gathered in
their finest at the UBC Golf
and Country Club on Saturday, October 18 for the banquet.

Bourke; Russe Cleere; Liam Howlin;
John Martyn (Vancouver) and Brian
Murphy (Fraser Valley Gaels).
Congratulations and special thanks to
Ronan Deane and the team of volunteers who worked so hard to organize
this huge event – it was the highlight of
2014.

“After a couple of months passed and
no one was stepping up to the plate, I
said OK I’ll give it a shot and commitVolunteers were: Ronan Deane; Rachel
ted a lot of my time to it, and I don’t
Quinn; Tadhg Egan (Sub-Committee
It
was
a
wonderful
choice
of
venue
regret it one bit.
and the sumptuous buffet was thor- Chair); Liz Miyashita; JP McLoughlin;
“Obviously, we went down to Boston oughly enjoyed by all the guests. Nathalie Behan and Elmarie Cronin.
and were very successful. We had a
Many thanks also to the ISSC organizgreat bunch of guys to work with and So many younger members have re- ing committee for arranging the silent
cently joined the ISSC to bolster a preeveryone was great.
viously aging community and they bring auction and to all those who donated
“We went down to Boston and did the renewed vision and vitality to the or- items or purchased items on the
evening.
business and we were over the moon. ganization.
“We had an IRL Construction seven a- From a low of 60 members, the num- Over $2,000 was raised at the silent
side for the first time ever and hope- bers have grown to over 200 active auction to benefit the Irish Benevolent
Society of British Columbia.
fully we’ll have that annually.
members....what an achievement.

William Donnellan and Laura Newell
will return to Ireland this Christmas to
be married. They will be joined by many
of the friends they’ve made since arriving here in Vancouver.

Established in 1994, the Society is a
registered non-profit organization based
in Vancouver, British Columbia whose
main purpose is to provide emergency
assistance to families and individuals in
Speaking about fabulous...the women the Irish community.
were resplendent in the latest fashions
and could easily grace any fashion run- Both Maura and myself are deeply
way. The men were equally turned out, grateful for all the assistance fromth
Ronan Deane in producing the ISSC 40
handsomely attired in suits and ties.
anniversary souvenir supplement in the
It was certainly a celebration and the October issue of The Celtic Connecmassive sporting skills of the club were tion.
honoured and recognized with the many
We would also like to acknowledge the
awards presented that night.
sponsors who helped produce this hisSomeone remarked that these new ar- torical archive [They are listed below
rivals were certainly the cream of Ire- for reference].
land and a great asset to Canada...it
Thank you also to John O’Flynn for his
would be hard to dispute that.
kind words of appreciation for the work
Special guests included Dr. Ray of The Celtic Connection and the reBassett, the Ambassador of Ireland to sounding standing ovation from everyCanada, and his wife Patricia, Brian one in the room.
Farmer, Chairman of the Canadian
GAA County Board, and his wife Chris, We have been honoured to serve the
and Kimberly Budd, Chairperson of the community for the past two decades
and to witness the amazing journey of
GAA Western Canada Division.
the ISSC – here’s to many more!
Four years ago past president Ronan
SPONSORS OF THE ISSC
Matthews introduced the Spirit Award
to recognize the contributions of indi40TH ANNIVERSARY
viduals to the Irish community.
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT

The wedding will be held Athenroy, Co.
Galway on December 20 and William
credits Laura, his mother, and his sisters in Ireland for taking care of all the
wedding preparations.

The 2015 Spirit Awards recognized • Canadian County Board of the GAA
founding executive members of the
- Toronto, ONT
ISSC – Pat McHugh, Ray Burns,
• Consun Contracting Ltd.
Maureen Gerrard, along with Audrey
- Fort McMurray, ALTA
and Pearse Walsh.

The Celtic Connection along with the
Irish community wish them both the
very best and much happiness in their
married life.

Other awards at the banquet were to
the women and men who excelled in • Graham - Vancouver/Delta, BC
their individual sports.
• Irish Heritage Club - Seattle, WA
They included Club Member of the Year • Irish Heritage Society of Canada
– William Donnellan; Men’s Player of
- Vancouver, BC
the Year – John Martyn; Ladies Most
•
Irish Sports & Social Club
Valuable Player – Jillian Vieira; Ladies
- Edmonton - Edmonton, ALTA
Most Improved Player – Ashley
Williams; Hurling Most Valuable Player • Ledcor - Vancouver, BC
– William Donnellan; Hurling Most Improved Player – Mike Clarke; Camogie • Richie & Sue Cannon
- Vancouver, BC
Player of the Year – Michelle Healy.

“This year will be different, it’s senior
this year and we will be in division one.
It will be really, really tough but I have
no doubt if we all pull together we will
have a good shot at it. I’m not sure if I
will stay on as coach as we have an
AGM in November, so we’ll see.
“Most of the players on the team are
Irish but we have two or three Canadians and they are great guys. They took
to the game like a fish to water and very
committed and it’s great to have them
so passionate about the sport that we
are so passionate about.”
Williams knows hurling very well coming from a hurling background. He starting playing the sport at the age of 10
and says, “Craughwell had a senior
team and it was an only hurling club,
we didn’t play any other sports.
“I was lucky enough to represent Galway in the minor under 21 and I often
played in Croke Park and that is very
intimidating.”

“We mainly do commercial construction,” he said, “however we also do
some residential but not a lot as the
commercial construction takes up most
of our time and manpower.
“We try and facilitate this as best we
can because the bigger job sites keep
us busy all year round.
“The type of construction we do is form
work and framing, construction maintenance and field management. We
also provide some skilled labour hire,
such as if you’re looking for a carpenter for a day, a week or a month, we
supply carpenters on an hourly basis.

ISSC 40th Anniversary
Banquet: Highlight
of a Great 2014 Season

THE JOSEPH P. Ryan Hurling team in Boston following their
triumphant win of the Junior A North American Cup. Manager William Donnellan is fourth from the right in front.

It was also wonderful to see so many
of the older established members join
the young people for this fabulous
awards night.

• Doolin’s Irish Pub - Vancouver, BC

Vancouver Ledcor Western Canada • The Fort McMurrray Shamrock
- Fort McMurray, ALTA
GAA All-Stars 2014 – Ladies: Rosie
Slevin; Lorraine Muckian; Lavinia • The Seattle Gaels Football Club
Kelly; Rita Burke; Nathalie Behan;
- Seattle, WA
Jillian Vieira; Andrea Brennan; Kelley
• Western Canadian Division GAA
Aylward and Maeve Willoughby.
- Edmonton, ALTA

Vancouver Ledcor Western Canada
• West Limerick Holdings
GAA All-Stars 2014 – Men: Tommy
- Vancouver, BC
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ISSC 40TH ANNIVERSARY GALA AND AWARDS BANQUET – PHOTOS BY LAURA NEWELL

PATRICIA Howe with Chris and Brian Farmer (Chairman of the
Canadian GAA County Board) and Ray Bassett (Ambassador
of Ireland to Canada).
ISSC ORGANIZING committee for the 40 th anniversary celebrations – (L-R) Rachel Quinn, Tadhg Egan (Sub-Committee
Chair), Liz Miyashita, JP McLoughlin, Nathalie Behan, Ronan
Deane, Elmarie Cronin.

WILLIAM DONNELLAN 2014
Club Person of the Year with
Tadhg Egan.

THE 2014 Spirit Awards recognized the founding executive DEB and John Breen (Ledcor).
members of the ISSC – Pat McHugh, Ray Burns, Maureen
Gerrard with Audrey and Pearse Walsh.

OLIVIA and Ronan Matthews.
CHRIS FARMER (wife of Brian Farmer the Chairman of the
Canadian GAA County Board) with Patricia Howe (wife of Ray
Bassett the Irish Ambassador to Canada) and Eilis Courtney
(president of the Irish Women’s Network of B.C.).

(L-R) [Back Row] PAUL McGinley with Ronan Deane. [Front
Row] Maria McGinley with Terri McGinley and Erin McGinley.

PJ O’DONNELL from Seattle perusing a copy of The Celtic
Connection with Germaine Point and Vanetta George.

CATHOLINE Butler of The
Celtic Connection with
Maureen Gerrard one of the
recipients of the 2014 Spirit
Awards.

(L-R) [Back Row] KATHY and Martin King with Frank Evers
and PJ O’Donnell. [Front Row] Bridget Ivers with Maureen and
Jim Speiran.

LEDCOR WESTERN CANADA ALL-STARS – Lorraine Muckian,
Andrea Brennan, Nathalie Behan, Maeve Willoughby, Jillian
Vieira, Rita Burke, Kelley Aylward, Rosie Slevin, Lavinia Kelly.

MARTINA TALLIS and Jerry
McCarthy.

KIMBERLY BUDD, Chairperson of the GAA Western Canada
Division and John O’Flynn, secretary of the GAA Canadian
County Board.
CATHY and Paul Stack.

LEDCOR WESTERN CANADA ALL-STARS – Brian Murphy,
Tommy Bourke, Liam Howlin, Russe Cleere, John Martyn with
John Breen of Ledcor.
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Derek Warfield and The Young Wolfe Tones:
Helping to Keep the Irish Oral Tradition Alive

V

ANCOUVER – CelticFest Vancouver
presented Derek Warfield and The
Young Wolfe Tones in concert at St.
Mary’s Ukrainian Catholic Hall in Vancouver on November 1. It had been 24 years since
Derek Warfield had last played in Vancouver.
Before the Wolfe Tones show the talBy CATHOLINE BUTLER
ented De Danaan Irish dancers wearing attractive black costumes with a
green cummerbund thrilled the audience ing and then exuberantly joining a conga
with a spectacular choreographed rou- line throughout the hall.
tine.
Derek is such a seasoned performer,
Leslie Wilson, the school’s art director, he knows exactly how to reach his auis very proud of her dancers and she dience – no wonder since he has been
combines her love of dancing and entertaining for over 50 years. This
teaching with her background in cultural crowd definitely came to hear the songs
anthropology.
and music that made the Wolfe Tones
A student of indigenous cultures, Irish famous.
history and lore, Leslie introduces her
students to Celtic mythology and Irish
history, in addition to Irish dance technique and choreography.

Warfield also gives context to his music, explaining the background to each
song and the history of what was taking place in Ireland at the time. In doing
Derek Warfield and The Young Wolfe this, he provides a very interesting Irish
Tones took to the stage with a high en- history lesson.
ergy show that kept an eager audience Many in the audience knew the songs
of almost 275 clapping, cheering, danc-

and history and some even relived that
era, but for a younger generation it was
probably a whole new experience.
It’s impressive how Derek can remember so many dates in history, but don’t
forget Irish history and song belong to
an oral tradition that goes back generations.
George McDonnell of CelticFest who
is also vice-president of the Irish Heritage Society, acted as master of ceremonies for the evening.
John Coughlan president of the
CelticFest Vancouver Society thanked
the board members of CelticFest and
the volunteers for helping to make the
concert the tremendous success that it
was. This was an important fundraiser
for CelticFest.
Tones also played a concert in White
Rock for the Irish Club of White Rock
prior to the Vancouver show.
There is a rumour that Derek Warfield
and The Young Wolfe Tones may be
back in this neck of the woods in 2015.
His many fans will be thrilled to hear
that news. Don’t miss them.

Trad Irish music session celebrates
3rd anniversary at Dentry’s Irish Grill
VANCOUVER – Barry
Foy’s Field Guide to the
Irish Music Session1 defines a session as “...a
gathering of Irish traditional musicians for the
purpose of celebrating
their common interest in
the music by playing it together in a relaxed, informal setting, while in the
process generally beefing
up the mystical cultural
mantra that hums along
uninterruptedly beneath
all manifestations of
Irishness worldwide.”
Tuesday, November 18 marks
the third anniversary of the
traditional Irish music session
“seisiún” held weekly, 8-11
PM at Dentry’s Irish Grill in
Vancouver.
This session first began many years ago
and has had a few locales before finding its current home on the westside.
Through all the years and locations, the
mainstay at the heart of the session has
been Vancouver-born fiddler Mary
Brunner.
Mary first began playing Irish music in
the early ‘90s with Se Duggan at ceilidhs he was organizing at the ANZA
Club at the time.

PHOTO: Alan Cosgrave CF

PAT CHESSELL, Derek Warfield, Erin and John Coughlan at
Derek Warfield and The Young Wolfe the concert presented by Vancouver CelticFest.

PHOTO: Bernard Ward

DANCERS with Scoil Rince De Danaan School of Irish Dance
under the direction of Leslie Wilson displayed their talents to a
very appreciative audience. The school offers classes in
Burnaby and Kerrisdale for dancers aged four to adult. To see
more, check out the De Danaan 10 th annual Christmas Feis on
November 29 and 30 at the Richmond Olympic Oval in Richmond, B.C.

PHOTO: Catherine Craig

A LARGE TURNOUT of musicians for the December 18, 2012
session and sing-a-long at Dentry’s Irish Grill.
She then went on to play with Danny
Burns and the Ballad Band, the house
band at Culpepper’s on Broadway, as
well as other groups in the local Celtic
music scene including The Rogues n’
Tinkers, Skystone, Copper Sky, Aurora,
The Irish Wakers, Roolya Boolya and
Fiddler’s Fancy.

evening of November 18 to mark the
anniversary and all are welcome to drop
by for a pint with friends and enjoy some
lively tunes – “Ol, ceol, agus craic.”
The typical session format is that somePHOTO: Bernard Ward
one starts a tune, and those who know
CATHERINE and Mary Flynn were among the appreciative auit join in.

dience enjoying the music of Derek Warfield and the Young

Good session etiquette requires that one
Wolfe Tones.
refrains from playing if one does not
know the tune and waits until a tune
She was joined by co-host Irish guitar- one knows comes along to join in. In an
ist, Margaret Rush when the session re- “open” session, anyone who is able to
located to the Trap & Gill in downtown play Irish music is welcome.
Vancouver.
Other sessions around Vancouver inThe sale of the Trap & Gill in 2011 clude: Sundays and Wednesdays, 7 PM
prompted another move and a new at Johnnie Fox’s Irish Snug; Thursdays,
home was found at Dentry’s, where she 8 PM at Celtic Traditions with host
was joined by local guitarist, Michael Michael Pratt; the second Monday of
the month, 7:30 PM at the Railway Club
Viens.
with fiddler Annie Brown and friends;
When Dentry’s changed ownership in and the Jericho Folk Club, which runs
2012, regular attendees of the session May-September, as part of their Tueswere pleased to learn that the new day night lineup.
owners, the Bhatti family, were happy
to continue with the weekly session at 1Foy, Barry (2009). Field Guide to the
their establishment.
Irish Music Session. Seattle, Wa: (L-R) [Front] JIM FITZPATRICK, Philomena Fitzpatrick,
Frogchart Press. ISBN 978-0-9817590- Margaret Ward, Barbara Ward and Eamon Ward. [Back]
There will be special festivities on the 1-2.
Bernard Ward.
Mary began hosting a weekly session
at the Wolf & Hound in 2003.
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The Irish Club of White Rock:
‘Working together to keep
our club alive and vibrant’
By DEIRDRE O’RUAIRC
President – Irish Club
of White Rock
WHITE ROCK, BC – The Irish Club
of White Rock extends a big thank you
to Maura and Catholine for keeping us
all connected and current with what is
happening in Ireland and closer to
home!
Our club had a very busy but enjoyable
October.
Robert Holland, a member of the club
executive, hosted a surprise birthday
party for his mother Margaret visiting
from Belfast with her husband.
Robert arranged the party in the White
Rock Elks lounge. The family organized the decorations and cake and party- DEREK WARFIELD and The Young Wolfe Tones played a show
goers came with potluck food to share. at Blue Frog studios in White Rock.
Pride of Erin played songs from home
while Mary and Ray Fynes entertained
with a program of Irish music from the
showband era.
Harry Murtagh entertained everyone
with his nostalgic sing-along repertoire
and encouraged “party pieces” at the
open mike.
A special treat was Margaret and
Robert singing Forty Shades Of Green
together. It was a truly memorable
evening. Many happy returns, Margaret.
Margaret and her family learned of the
Irish Club of White Rock on a vacation
several years ago. They overheard Irish
accents at our local Tim Horton’s and
struck up a conversation.
The accents belonged to members of
the Irish Club who recommended the
family attend the next musical gathering, which they did, and Margaret contributed to the entertainment with her
vocals.
Upon returning to Belfast, Margaret
phoned the local radio talk-show hosted
by the late Gerry Anderson and recounted her meeting of Irish Club members and the craic when they get together at the White Rock Elks.
John Harrington – one of the founding
members of the Irish Club of White
Rock – celebrated his 80th birthday
party and gave everyone another occasion for celebration at the White
Rock Elks.
Thanks to Mary Harrington for organizing and the cake. Happy birthday,
John!
Birthdays aside, on Saturday, October
24 the Irish Club of White Rock hosted
an enjoyable musical evening at the
White Rock Elks Hall with Pat Chessell
& Friends.
Pat took the stage with Andrea Taylor
on fiddle and Nathan Powell on bass
and what a talented group of musicians.
This was another great event enjoyed
by those who braved the rain.
Another highlight on October 29 was
the performance by Derek Warfield and
The Young Wolfe Tones at White
Rock’s Blue Frog Studios.

[PHOTOS: Paddy Todd]

(L) MARGARET HOLLAND who was visiting from Belfast pictured with her grandson, Callum. (R) 80th birthday party for
John Harrington a longstanding member of the Irish Club. His
wife, Mary, organized a cake and celebration for him at the
White Rock Elks lounge.
Again, Pat Chessell was on stage to
perform, and expressed his delight at
sharing the stage with his childhood
musical hero. The audience were on
their feet through most of the show, and
demanded multiple encores.

member) for providing the opportunity
to hear Derek and the band in the intimate and acoustically perfect surroundings of the Blue Frog Studios.

Many thanks to everyone who came
out and supported all the above events.
Fortunately Derek and the band had a It is by working together and supportchance to rest up and enjoy a day off in ing all these events that we keep our
White Rock between gigs. They en- club alive and vibrant.
joyed the local sights and met other
members of the Irish community. We The Irish Club of White Rock extends
look forward to a return show by Derek a very warm welcome to all Irish newand The Young Wolfe Tones in White comers to White Rock and South Surrey. Check out our website for more
Rock.
information
at
We are grateful to Blue Frog Studios www.whiterockirishclub.com, or call
owner Kelly Breaks (also an Irish Club (604) 803-0773.

IRISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF B.C.

Upcoming Irish Seniors
Christmas Luncheon
VANCOUVER – Irish seniors
in the Vancouver area are invited to attend a Christmas
luncheon hosted by the Irish
Benevolent Society of B.C. on
Thursday, December 18.

Derek – one of the founding members
of the original Wolfe Tones – entertained a sold-out audience with a non- This will be the final luncheon in this
stop show of best-known Wolfe Tone series made possible through the Irish
songs.
Emigrant Support Programme with the
Derek was in great form, accompanied Department of Foreign Affairs of the
by new band members Damaris Woods Government of Ireland.
(banjo), Peadar Hickey (guitar and vo- Participants are urged to book early as
cals) and Dan O’Sullivan (uillean pipes, seating is limited. There is a minimum
whistles and flute).
non-refundable charge of $10 per per-

son which must be paid in advance upon
reservation.
Once again, the event will be held at
the Holiday Inn Express at 2889 Hastings Street in Vancouver (near Renfrew
Street).
All Irish seniors and their spouse or significant other are welcome.
Cheques can be made payable to: The
Irish Benevolent Society of B.C.
and mailed to #452 - 4111 Hastings
Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 6T7.
Reservations are required and can be
made by calling Marie at (604) 9291042 or by e-mail to: maura@telus.net.
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Steps to Help With
Restless Leg Syndrome
SLÁINTE – TO
YOUR GOOD
HEALTH!

Avoid vigorous exercise, it can trigger
symptoms. No exercise within three to
four hours of bedtime.
Avoid caffeine, it can exacerbate sensations. No soft drinks, teas, coffee or
sports and energy drinks that contain
caffeine near bedtime. Avoid nicotine
too.
No alcohol after 6 PM – it increases
intensity and duration of sensations.

By
MAUREEN
KEANE

Heat. A warm bath or shower before
bed or a heating pad or blanket during
the night can help.

Bed socks can warm feet and reduce
If you wake at night tossing about with sensation for some.
an irresistible urge to move your legs,
you might have Willis-Ekbom Disease Others find changing from hot to cold
aka WED aka Restless Leg Syndrome. temperatures (hot to cold water, heating pads to ice bags) provides relief.
Willis-Ekbom Disease has four compoAcupuncture and massage may renents:
lieve WED/RLS symptoms in some
The sensations trigger a clear need to people.
move the legs (it can also occur in the
arms and torso), the sensations come What can your doctor do? Choose a
on with rest, they are worst at night (for doctor with some experience in treatsome they are worst during the day), ing WED/RLS. Discuss all the mediand they are relieved with movement cations and supplements you take.
and reoccur when movement stops.
Some drugs can exacerbate WED/RLS
If you have symptoms of WED/RLS, symptoms including allergy, cold medications and sleep aids that contain sewhat can you do?
dating anti-histamines (e.g. Benadryl),
These terrible sensations can easily dis- antidepressants that increase serotonin
rupt your life with their pain and lack of (Elavil, Prozac, Lexapro and Effexor),
sleep. You must form a partnership with anti-nausea drugs (e.g. Meclizine,
your doctor and consistently do your Compazine, Phenergan and Reglan)
part.
and anti-psychotic drugs (e.g.
prochlorperazine or metoclopramide).
Buy a small notebook and keep a
symptom diary.
DO NOT stop taking any of these drugs
without your doctor’s approval. Ask if
Your doctor can’t help if they don’t they can substitute an alternative.
know your symptoms.
Currently there are three drugs that are
Record when you experience sympFDA approved to treat WED/RLS intoms, their triggers and severity, how cluding Mirapex (pramipexole) and
long you sleep at night, when you exerRequip (ropinirole).
cise and when you take medication.
There are other drugs that also relieve
You can even download easy-to-use symptoms. Ask your doctor which medisymptom diaries for your smart phone.
cation is a good choice for you.
Check your app phone store. Sláinte Your doctor should test you for iron
uses an app called “My Pain Diary.”
deficiency which is found in an estiTake care of your health. Diabetes, mated 20 percent of sufferers.
kidney failure, fibromyalgia, thyroid dis- If you are iron deficient, taking iron with
ease, sleep apnea, celiac disease, and
folate or a vitamin B supplement can
Sjogren’s are some of the disorders as- reduce or even eliminate your sympsociated with WED.
toms.
Control the underlying condition and
If you are not iron deficient, taking an
you can often control the WED symp- iron supplement will not help. Magnetoms the disorder triggers.
sium deficiency is also associated with
Sleep-for eight hours. You should be WED/RLS so ask your doctor about
in bed with lights out and eyes shut by supplementation too.
the time you are scheduled to sleep and
Treatment for WED/RLS is highly innot just heading toward the bedroom at
dividualistic and you must persevere
that time.
until you find a combination of treatBooks and your partner should be the ments that work for you.
only forms of entertainment allowed in
One of the best sources of information
the bedroom – no television, radio, or
is: Willis-Ekbom Disease Foundation
video games.
(formerly the RLS Foundation).
Exercise. People who exercise regu- www.rls.org.
larly are three times less likely to have
Here you will find downloadable instrucWED than non-exercisers.
tion sheets on how to keep a symptom
Scientists found combining moderate diary for WED, drugs to avoid, triggers
daily aerobic exercise with lower body for WED and details on exercising.
•
resistance training (three/week) reduced symptom severity by an average Maureen Keane MS CN is the author
of 14 books on health and diet and a
of 40 percent!
member of the Academy of Nutrition

Become a daily walker. Walk around and Dietetics. Read her blog at:
the house, the block, the mall or in place keanenutrition.com.
on a treadmill.

Check us out on Facebook
for more news, photos
and monthly updates.
We invite you to visit us online at:
www.celtic-connection.com

AERIAL view of the landscape surrounding the site at Tara.

Tara Calling: The Desecration
of a Sacred Landscape

T
corded.

ARA, in County Meath, Ireland, is
steeped in history and legend. Her mythology has been passed down to us
from long before history began to be re-

To speak her name conjures up
images of kings inaugurated on
her summit, Druids casting their
spells and warriors as they
roamed her hillsides.

Tara landscape for a double tolled motorway.

This destruction would result in what
campaigners saw as “cultural vandalism,” and brought with it much controversy and contentious protest against AUTHOR Carmel Diviney lives
in Dublin, Ireland.She has a
Tara was honoured in ancient times it.
as the home of the Gods and God- In excess of 80 million people across keen interest in history, ardesses and believed to be the en- the globe claim Irish heritage. Known chaeology and environmental
as the Irish Diaspora it consists of Irish concerns and continues to
trance to the Otherworld.
emigrants and their descendents.
monitor the Tara Skryne ValAccording to earliest literary sources,
ley, actively checking and reDuring
the
Tara
campaign,
support
from
Tara was unequalled amongst the other
the diaspora was abundant, from the cording the condition of angreat prehistoric centres of Ireland.
messages of encouragement on Tara cient places and monuments.
Several of these early documents tes- mailing lists, to organising awarenesstify that Tara was renowned as the fore- raising events in their own part of the
most central political and ritual sanctu- globe.
ary in Ireland, even after the coming of
Steadfast in their support, which was
Christianity.
especially appreciated when morale
In recognition of its importance, Tara was low on the ground, were people
was the destination of the five major from as far away as Canada, USA,
ancient roads, the Slige Asail, Slige Australia, Europe and even China.
Chualann, Slige Dála, Slige Mór and
They rallied with the protestors against
Slige Mudluachra.
the desecration of their spiritual heartIn 2007 however, work began on a new land.
road at Tara, a modern day motorway
which would dissect the sacred Gabhra However, despite concerted efforts on
Valley, at the very foot of the Hill of all fronts, the M3 Motorway proceeded
and officially opened in 2010.
Tara itself.
It sundered Tara’s outer defence fort In her book Tara Calling, The Desof Rath Lugh from her side, along with ecration of a Sacred Landscape,
a unique ritual henge and over 38 ar- Carmel Diviney has chronicled how the
chaeological monuments along the way. M3 debacle transpired.
The routing of the M3 Motorway Media articles punctuate the story, prothrough this sacred valley, an archaeo- viding a timeline of events as well as
logically rich complex comparable to the political and legal background of the
Egypt’s Valley of the Kings in its unique day.
heritage, was condemned by archae- Included are eye witness testimonies
ologists and academics internationally, and interviews with those who took part
including the World Archaeological Con- in direct action.
gress 2007.
Her wish is that this book will inspire
Campaigners against the proposed route others to awaken to the dangers that
aimed to raise awareness of the huge threaten to destroy global heritage, as
loss to world heritage of such a unique it is everyone’s duty to protect it for
and historical landscape.
future generations.
More sustainable and cost effective al- It is important that lessons are learned
ternatives were proposed but solutions from what happened at Tara and that
to the debacle were ignored.
this story should never be forgotten.
Instead, against the wishes of the ma- Tara Calling, The Desecration of a
jority of the Irish people, the Irish Gov- Sacred Landscape is available at A HUMAN harp forming the
ernment saw fit to destroy the ancient www.carmeldiviney.com.
words “Save Tara Valley.”
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Arriving at the Crossroads
in the Season of Samhain

D

uring any season, finding oneself at a crossroads is daunting. In the springtime of life,
destiny vies with fate.

Pleasure calls one direction,
challenge pulls another. In the
winter season, the choices are
unclear, the outcome even
less. Which direction, if any?
In Irish culture and mythology, either a
dance or the devil might be found at a
crossroads.
Hecate, the Underworldly equivalent of
the Greek Persephone, or the Callieach,
could grace the place with her presence
as well.
With such a cast of characters, one
might wonder why a crossroads is so
well attended. The reason is that a
crossroads is nowhere and everywhere
at once.
At a crossroads, just as at an intersection, energies channeling down different roads meet.
With no stop signs, just the dusty road
in anyone’s mind, a crossroads is a paradoxical point on the cosmic map where
all things come into play.
When approaching an intersection, few
people give it mind.
They already hold an image of the direction they are headed, and their physi-

By CYNTHIA
WALLENTINE

In this season, there is rarely a beautiful partner waiting, lilting music of no
kind finds your ears. The question again,
which direction?
The Otherworldy space of a crossroads
gives rise to illusion.
There appear to be four directions –
but there are actually six.

cal and spiritual energy passes through While the cardinal directions surround
you, there is also up and down – sky
in orderly fashion.
and ground.
IN IRISH CULTURE and mythology, either a dance or the devil
For others, a crossroads is a much difIf
you
choose
sky,
raise
your
voice
to
might be found at a crossroads.
ferent experience.
the ethereal, pray to the air and hope.
Some become mired, suspended out of
time, tormented, powerless to progress Wring your hands and let tears fall like
after a certain point, even ending there. rain. Swear fealty for deliverance and
perhaps be heard.
Unable to commit to a path, their spirits
add to the already weighted atmosphere. Choose ground, and wait for the dark
sisters. In this season they will not be
Most people find themselves at a real long in coming.
crossroads at least once in life.
Choose sky and remain as you are, wait
Although it could be argued that any and watch for help from above.
moment of any day presents the same
choice, the energy of one direction usu- Choose ground and go deep, to seek
ally holds sway without much reflec- salvation within.
tion.
Tears soften ground to mud, making it
On bigger days, a decision at a cross- slippery, harder to walk.
roads casts the die in an irreversible Move quickly now, if Underworldy godway.
desses are summoned, you must go.
It is November. A crossroads is a hard Go down so that one day you may come
place to be in the season of Samhain. up again, perhaps with truer vision of
For those travelling a rough road, it can your path.
be a relief. An open space, a place to If unable to navigate a crossroads, rerest a spell. When breath is caught, member all directions – and make your
the realization occurs.
choice. Blessed Be.

The poet Amergin’s invocation
calls upon the spirit of Ireland
The Milesians had to win the island by
engaging in battle with the three kings,
their druids and warriors. Amergin
acted as an impartial judge for the parties, setting the rules of engagement.

A mysterious poem ascribed to
Amergin, a Milesian prince or
druid who settled in Ireland hundreds of years before Christ is recorded in the Leabhar Gabhala or
Book of Invasions.
Douglas Hyde, author of The Story of
Early Gaelic Literature, writes “the
three short pieces of verse ascribed to
Amergin are certainly very ancient and
very strange.
“But as the whole story of the Milesian
Invasion is wrapped in mystery and is
quite possibly a rationalized account of
early Irish mythology, no faith can be
placed in the alleged date or genuineness of Amergin’s verses.
“They are of interest because as Irish
tradition has them as being the first
verses made in Ireland, so it may very
well be they actually do present the oldest surviving lines of any vernacular
tongue in Europe except Greece.”
The following poem attributed to
Amergin is widely believed to be the
first poem ever recited in Ireland.
The Song of Amergin
I am the wind which breathes
upon the sea,
I am the wave of the ocean,
I am the murmur of the billows,
I am the ox of the seven combats,
I am the vulture upon the rocks,
I am the beam of the sun,
I am the fairest of plants,
I am the wild boar in valour,
I am a salmon in the water,
I am a lake in the plain,
I am a word of science,
I am the point of the lance of battle,

I am the God who created
in the head the fire.
Who is it who throws light into the
meeting on the mountain?
Who announces the ages
of the moon?
Who teaches the place
where couches the sun?
(If not I)

The Milesians agreed to leave the island and retreat a short distance back
into the ocean beyond the ninth wave,
a magical boundary.
Upon a signal, they moved toward the
beach, but the druids of the Tuatha Dé
Danann raised a magical storm to keep
them from reaching land.

However, Amergin sang an invocation
calling upon the spirit of Ireland that has
come to be known as The Song of
Amergin, and he was able to part the
One of the seven sons of Míl Espáine, storm and bring the ship safely to land.
Amergin took part in the Milesian con- There were heavy losses on all sides,
quest of Ireland from the Tuatha Dé with more than one major battle, but the
Danann.
Milesians carried the day.
The attack was in revenge for their The three kings of the Tuatha Dé
great-uncle Íth, who had been treach- Danann were each killed in single comerously killed by the three kings of the bat by three of the surviving sons of
Tuatha Dé Danann, Mac Cuill, Mac Míl: Éber Finn, Érimón and Amergin.
Cecht and Mac Gréine.
Amergin then divided the land between
They landed at the estuary of Inber his two brothers, Éber Finn taking the
Scéne, named after Amergin’s wife southern half of Ireland, Érimón the
Scéne, who had died at sea.
north.
The three queens of the Tuatha Dé Within the year Érimón defeated Éber
Danann, (Banba, Ériu and Fódla), gave, Finn in battle and gained the kingship
in turn, permission for Amergin and his of the whole island, and two years later
people to settle in Ireland.
killed Amergin in another battle. Local
Each of the sisters required Amergin tradition in Drogheda locates his burialto name the island after each of them, place under Millmount.
which he did: Ériu is the origin of the Some of the early medieval Welsh pomodern name Éire, while Banba and ems on mythological themes attributed
Fódla are used as poetic names for Ire- to the Sixth Century poet Taliesin in the
land, much as Albion is for Great Brit- Book of Taliesin have similarities to
ain.
those attributed to Amergin.

Tell Them You Saw it Here!
Our advertisers are very important to us. In fact, they are the
lifeblood of this newspaper. They have enabled us to continue
bringing you, our dear readers, your Celtic Connection each
month for over 20 years. For this reason, we urge you to support our advertisers, and when you do....tell them you saw them
here.
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Inter-party talks:
U.S. envoy Gary Hart
begins meetings in
Northern Ireland

Billy McConville (48), whose
mother was kidnapped and
murdered by the IRA in 1972,
is among more than 200 children who claim they were seriously sexually or physically
abused at Rubane House in
County Down.

I was a victim of abuse
in boys’ home says
Jean McConville’s son
BELFAST – The son of a woman “dis- wasn’t bruised was his face and head.
appeared” by the IRA has claimed he
was sexually abused at a boys’ home McConville also said that he was now
terrified of priests. “Anyone in the cloth
in Co. Down.
I run away from, I don’t believe in God
Billy McConville who is now 48 was because I was forced to go to Mass,
six when he went to Rubane House forced to be an altar boy.
after his mother was abducted, murdered and secretly buried by the IRA “After a while I became like a robot
institutionalised after the things I’ve
in 1972.
seen in there.”
Jean McConville’s body was recovered
on a beach in Co. Louth in August 2003. Speaking afterwards, he said, “It’s the
worst nightmare I’ve ever had in my
The disappearance of Jean McConville, life.
a 37-year-old widow, from her flat in
the Divis area of west Belfast left 10 “My mother (disappearing) was a nightchildren orphaned, who were then split mare, but I sort of tried to get over it.
But you can’t get over what happened
up as a result.
to you in the home.
Her 48-year-old son waived his right
“The impact, it was devastating. We are
to anonymity to tell the Historical Institutional Abuse Inquiry about his “night- still living with nightmare after nightmare after nightmare. We aren’t getmare” at Rubane House.
ting anywhere with them.”
The boys’ home in Co. Down, run by
the De La Salle order, is currently be- At the end of his evidence McConville
ing investigated by the abuse inquiry. pleaded for people to be brought to jusHe claimed he was repeatedly sexu- tice.
ally abused and starved at the home.
The inquiry chairman Sir Anthony Hart
McConville told the inquiry he was reminded him that it’s not up to the inabused by some De La Salle Brothers quiry to decide if there should be prosand physically abused by a lay teacher ecutions and that any allegations will be
passed to police.
in Rubane House.

IVOR BELL leaves Belfast
Magistrates Court

Ivor Bell
is accused
in the killing
of Jean
McConville
BELFAST – There is no evidence
against a veteran republican charged in
connection with one of Northern Ireland’s most notorious murders, a court
has heard.

The Northern Ireland parties are trying
to resolve outstanding issues, including
budgets, welfare reform, and the legacy
of the Troubles.
Hart said the Washington administration had concerns about the problems
besetting the devolved institutions but
stressed his role in the talks process
aimed at achieving resolution would be
steered by the feedback of the parties
involved.
“We have no ability or interest in dictating, and I am going to be very cautious about imposing myself on a process that’s complicated enough already,”
the diplomat said at the close of two
days of meetings in Belfast.

FORMER U.S. senator Gary
Hart.

tors are considering the problems of
flags, parades and the legacy of the
Ivor Bell (77) from west Belfast faces Hart was appointed by U.S. Secretary Troubles. They are also examining
counts of aiding and abetting the killing of State John Kerry to offer support to changes to the way the assembly and
executive work.
of Jean McConville and of IRA mem- the parties.
bership.
He said, “We want to be helpful, but Hart’s visit on October 29 was someA hearing in Belfast’s Laganside court we are dependent on the local parties what overshadowed by an urgent
budget crisis at Stormont, which had
complex was told the evidence, which to tell us how to do that.”
includes tape recordings from research- Like the Haass talks that ended with- seen the parties engaged in intensive
ers at Boston College, was inadmissi- out a deal last December, the negotia- discussions ahead of a deal being struck
on next year’s spending plan.
ble.
Solicitor Peter Corrigan, representing
Bell, said, “The evidence presented at
the police station does not amount to a
row of beans.”

McConville, a widow, was dragged
from her home in the Divis flats by an
IRA gang of up to 12 men and women
after being accused of passing inforHe told the inquiry of one occasion The inquiry heard a statement from a mation to the British Army in Belfast –
staff
member
at
Rubane
who
said
that
when he was beaten so badly for two
allegations of violence against boys an allegation discredited by the Northhours that in the end the only place he
ern Ireland Police Ombudsman.
were a complete fabrication.

Disappeared: Mapping
begins in Oristown bog

BELFAST – Former U.S. senator Gary
Hart has begun meetings with Northern Ireland politicians. He is on his first
visit since being appointed U.S. envoy
to inter-party talks.

She was shot in the back of the head
and buried 50 miles from her home. The
IRA did not admit her murder until 1999
when information was passed on to
police in the Irish Republic.
She became one of the so-called Disappeared, and it was not until August
2003 that her remains were eventually
found on Shelling Hill beach, Co. Louth.
Nobody has ever been charged with her
murder.

BELFAST – The organisation set up to place on bogland a few miles away from
find those known as the Disappeared is where Megraw was buried in Co.
Meath for the remains of Kevin McKee
mapping a bog in Co. Meath.
and Seamus Wright, both of whom were
The Independent Commission for the abducted by the IRA in October 1972.
Location of Victims Remains (ICLVR)
is carrying out the work in Oristown in It is also suspected Lynskey, from the The case against Ivor Bell centres on
relation to one of those kidnapped and Beechmount area, was also buried an interview he allegedly gave to U.S.
researchers from Boston College who
somewhere in the region.
murdered by the IRA, Joe Lynskey.
interviewed
several
former
Lynskey, a former Cistercian monk from The news about the mapping emerged paramilitaries about their roles in the
west Belfast, who later joined the IRA, as commissioners Sir Ken Bloomfield Northern Ireland conflict.
and Frank Murray and families of the
went missing in 1972.
Disappeared gathered to make an ap- Although transcripts were not to be
The body of IRA victim Brendan peal for more information on the six published until after the deaths of those
Megraw was found in Oristown last outstanding cases.
who took part, last year a U.S. court
month.
ordered that the tapes should be handed
Murray said the Commission was “now over to PSNI detectives investigating
His remains were found in a drainage starting preliminary work at a very early
McConville’s killing.
ditch on Oristown bog, near Kells, by stage” in relation to Lynskey.
contractors called in to prepare the site
It is alleged that Bell was one of the
He added, “We are information led, we Boston interviewees, given the title Z,
for forensic excavations.
do not carry out speculative searches. who spoke about the circumstances
DNA tests positively identified the re- But where we have information that is
surrounding the decision to abduct her.
mains as those of Megraw who was 23 judged to be credible we will act on it.
when he was abducted from Twinbrook
The accused, who is currently on bail,
in Belfast in 1978, and murdered by the “Like Ken I completely understand the denies any role in events surrounding
frustration of the families who have had the murder, claiming he was not even
IRA.
to endure this pain for too many years. in the city at the time.
He had recently been married and was
awaiting the birth of his daughter. His “But as the recovery of Brendan shows, A Public Prosecution Service (PPS)
kidnappers had drugged his wife, Marie, original information that did not produce lawyer said a voice analysis report has
in their home as they waited for his re- a positive result is not necessarily been requested. She added that senior
turn, and as they took him away they wrong: it needs to be refined.
counsel has been asked to study the
warned her not to worry or contact pocase and provide an opinion.
“And that is why it is important to join
lice.
the families to appeal for more infor- The case has been adjourned until DeSeparate searches have also taken mation on the six outstanding cases.” cember 11.

Intelligence ‘withheld’
on Omagh bombing
BELFAST – A new inquiry
from Northern Ireland’s Police Ombudsman has found
that Special Branch officers
withheld information from
detectives investigating the
Omagh bombing in 1998.
Ombudsman Dr. Michael Maguire said
the failure to pass on details of telephone
numbers used by the Real IRA hampered the initial investigation, but could
not have prevented the attack.
Twenty-nine people, including a woman
pregnant with twins, died when the car
bomb ripped through the Co. Tyrone
market town on 15 August 1998. It was
the worst single atrocity of the Troubles.

bomb warning calls were made as well
as the identities of suspects.
However, telephone numbers were not
passed to the detectives.
He concluded that Special Branch had
acted “cautiously” in not disclosing all
the intelligence available to the team
investigating the bombing.
In 2001 former ombudsman Nuala
O’Loan carried out a report on Omagh
into the police’s handling of warnings
received from an informer.
She concluded they would not have been
enough to stop the bombing but checkpoints could have been erected around
the town if police had reacted to a separate anonymous caller about a planned
gun attack.

In April, a 43-year-old man from the
Republic of Ireland was charged with
Maguire said the Royal Ulster Con- the murders. Seamus Daly, from
stabulary Special Branch had not proCulloville, Co. Monaghan, was arrested
vided all intelligence because of its inby serious crime branch detectives.
terpretation of the law at that time,
which he added was reasonable in the Nobody has been convicted of murder
circumstances.
at Omagh. However, relatives of some
of the victims brought a landmark civil
The Ombudsman’s report outlines the action against five men they claimed
findings of an investigation which fowere responsible.
cused on certain intelligence obtained
between 15 August and September Four of the five men were ordered to
1998, held by police.
pay more than £1.5 million in damages
to the victims’ families in a civil case.
Maguire said, “I believe we had unfettered and unrestricted access to all the Families are also engaged in a fresh bid
relevant documentation held by the for a civil case challenging Northern
PSNI (Police Service of Northern Ire- Ireland Secretary of State Theresa
land).”
Villiers’s decision to rule out holding a
public inquiry into the case.
He also found no evidence police had
information which, if acted upon, could Michael Gallagher, who lost his 21have prevented the Omagh bombing.
year-old son Aiden in the explosion, said
the Omagh families would continue their
Maguire said the RUC Special Branch fight for a full, independent public inprovided detectives with details of pubquiry.
lic telephone kiosks from where the
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New memorial atones for Ireland’s war dead:
says Irish President Michael D. Higgins
DUBLIN – President Michael
D. Higgins and Britain’s Duke
of Kent officially unveiled the
first Cross of Sacrifice ever
erected in the Irish Republic
to commemorate those who
died in the two world wars.
The memorial to as many as 60,000
Irishmen and women killed in combat
stands in Dublin’s Glasnevin Cemetery,
the country’s largest burial ground and
resting place to many of the state’s
founding fathers.
It is the latest milestone in the recent
official recognition of Irish citizens who
fought in the wars, who for decades
were forgotten, pilloried and blacklisted MICHAEL D. HIGGINS the
for joining the British armed forces.
President of Ireland speaking
Just two years ago, the government
apologised for the treatment of 4,500
Irishmen branded deserters for signing
up to the fight against Nazi Germany
during the Second World War.

at the Dedication of the Cross
PHOTO: Patrick Comerford
of Sacrifice in Glasnevin Cem- THE NEW Cross of Sacrifice at Glasnevin Cemetery commemorates those who died in the two
world wars and was dedicated by President Michael D. Higgins and the Duke of Kent.
etery this summer.
the decades that they should have re- one.
ceived,” he said.
There are more than 200 fallen soldiers
“The suffering visited upon our own from the world wars buried in Glasnevin
people at home had perhaps blinded our alone and over 3,000 laid to rest or comsight and hardened hearts in so many memorated at 670 locations throughout
ways.”
the Republic.

Speaking at the poignant ceremony,
Higgins described a national sorrow that
Irish soldiers who fought in the First
World War and their families were
shunned for decades in their home country.
The duke said it was an important step
He said the disrespect could not be un- in the continuing process of rememberdone, although they are honoured now ing those who died.
with the monument.
The Cross of Sacrifice is erected in
“And we offer our sorrow too that they cemeteries around the world holding the
and their families were not given the graves of 40 or more war dead. Ireland
compassion and the understanding over was the only such country not to have

The majority were casualties who died
in the UK and were taken home for
burial by their families but there are also
many who were killed in ships torpedoed and sunk in the Second World War
and whose bodies were washed ashore.
Deirdre Mills, director of UK opera-

tions with the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission (CWGC), said,
“The cross is an important feature of
our work worldwide, commemorating
those from both Ireland and throughout
the Commonwealth who gave their lives
during both world wars,” she said.

Irishmen served and some 10,000 were
killed. Around 1,000 civilians were killed
during air raids.

The dedication marked the 100th anniversary of the outbreak of the Great
War and the ceremony included a military band made up of both Irish and
It is estimated around 210,000 Irish British armies.
served in the British forces during the
First World War, with many descend- It was attended by Higgins, Prince
ants serving with other allied forces. As Edward, Duke of Kent, and Northern
many as 50,000 Irishmen died in the Ireland Secretary of State Theresa
Villiers. Irish Government ministers
war.
Jimmy Deenihan and Heather
In the Second World War, up to 100,000 Humphreys were also in attendance.

Water charges: Almost 100 protests Irish ambassador takes part
throughout the Republic of Ireland in wreath-laying in London
DUBLIN – Tens of thousands of people have taken part in nationwide protests against the introduction of water
charges in the Republic of Ireland.
Almost 100 separate demonstrations
were staged in towns and cities on Saturday, November 1 over charges introduced last month.
The controversial austerity measure is
a key part of the government’s plan to
pay back the international financial bail- VIOLENT scenes at the Irish
out the state had to seek in 2010.
Water protest in Limewood,

It was one of the largest ever mass pro- Dublin.
tests over Irish Government policy.
free and paid for out of general taxaIrish state broadcaster, RTÉ, reported
tion.
that more than 120,000 people attended
demonstrations throughout the day.
Other protesters said they were opposed to the bonus culture in Irish WaAbout 20 protests were staged in Dubter – the company established to prolin, culminating in a crowd of about
vide the service.
10,000 who gathered outside the General Post Office (GPO) building in the In Dublin, Martin Kennedy said he was
city centre.
taking part in the protests because he
wanted to send a message to the govRTÉ estimated that another 10,000 proernment.
testers took to the streets of Cork City,
while in excess of 8,000 people marched “Primarily, people are here today about
in both Letterkenny and Drogheda.
water charges, but really it’s about austerity. We’ve simply had enough,” he
Demonstrations in Limerick, Waterford,
said.
and Dundalk were estimated to have
attracted about 5,000 people each.
Éamonn Campbell, renowned as a guitarist with Irish folk music group The
Thousands of people also took part in
Dubliners, was also among the protestsmaller protests in Sligo, Navan, Wickers.
low, Galway, Kilkenny, Wexford,
Ashbourne, and Longford, as well as “It is not just about water charges, it is
other towns and villages.
about all these taxes that have been
forced by the greedy, both in Ireland
Some of the hundreds of people attendand Europe, and paid for on the backs
ing a protest in Ringsend, Dublin, said
of the needy,” he said.
they do not believe they should pay
charges for something that is already Campaigners who organised some of

the demonstrations disagreed with the
state broadcaster’s estimates and
claimed the total number of people who
protested was actually closer to
133,000.
Despite the absence of official figures,
the Fine Gael/Labour coalition government is clearly worried about the scale
of opposition.
A junior minister at the Irish Department of Jobs Enterprise and Innovation,
Ged Nash, told RTÉ radio that “some
serious mistakes” had been made in the
establishment of Irish Water.
“I think if we were starting again we
would have a much longer timeframe
to establish what is a very important
public utility,” Nash said.
The minister added that the government
would respond to the public concern
over water charges.

IRELAND has participated in the
Remembrance Sunday wreath-laying
in London for the first time since the
1940s, with Ambassador Dan
Mulhall taking part in the ceremony
on the State’s behalf.
The British Government asked Ireland
to lay a wreath at the annual event
last month, making the invitation to recognise “the immense contribution and
shared sacrifice” of the tens of thousands of Irish people who had served
in its armed forces.

in the First World War and never returned”.
While Ireland has previously attended
the Remembrance Sunday ceremony
at the Cenotaph, this is the first time
in almost 70 years that the State has
participated in the wreath-laying.
The last time it happened, in 1946, the
Republic was still part of the Commonwealth.

The invitation builds on the successful State visits of recent years — first
of Queen Elizabeth to Ireland in 2011,
Foreign Affairs Minister Charlie and, this summer, Michael D. Higgins’
Flanagan said it was an opportunity return trip.
“to reflect on and remember the thou- The Taoiseach, Tánaiste and Foreign
sands of men from the island of Ire- Affairs Minister also participated in
land who, for many different reasons, ceremonies in Dublin, Belfast and
left their homes and families to fight Enniskillen.

“We acknowledge people’s anxieties
right across the country about issues regarding affordability for water charges
and we’re prepared to address those,”
Nash added.
Meanwhile, Tánaiste (Irish Deputy
Prime Minister) Joan Burton, said the
charges will be modest and capped.
Households are due to receive their first
water bills in January 2015.
It is the second time in weeks that members of the public have staged mass OVER 100,000 took to the streets across Ireland on November
protests over the controversial govern- 1 to vent their anger and opposition to the new water tax. Demment policy.
onstrations held in Dublin, Cork City, Limerick, Waterford, and
Last month, tens of thousands of peo- Dundalk were estimated to have attracted about 5,000 people
ple marched through Dublin to show each. Thousands of people also took part in smaller protests in
their opposition.
other towns and villages.
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SEATTLE IRISH NEWS
PASSINGS

All seniors of Irish birth, descent or
interest are welcome along with their
spouses and friends.

• Sean Patrick MacRae Murphy (32),
the son of longtime Irish Heritage
Club members George and Eileen
Murphy, died suddenly in New Jersey on October 16.
• Emil Kluck (88), whose wife Joan is
from Tipperary, died suddenly in
Everett on October 15.

MICHAEL D. HIGGINS the President of Ireland and his wife
Sabina are pictured above with the recipients of this year’s
Presidential Distinguished Service Awards.

2014 Presidential
Distinguished Service
Awards Presented at
Áras an Uachtaráin
DUBLIN – The Presidential Distin- lighted that they will be honoured by the
guished Service Awards for 2014 were president in such a fitting manner.
awarded at a ceremony at Áras an
“Engagement with the diaspora was a
Uachtaráin on October 20.
priority on my first official trip to BritThe event acknowledged the work of ain recently. I had very constructive
exceptional people who contribute to meetings with the Irish community in
Ireland and to Irish communities the United States this week and I look
abroad.
forward to maintaining the strong conAmong those honoured this year are nection to Irish communities throughactress Fionnula Flanagan, top EU civil out my time as minister.”
servant Catherine Day, author Thomas Jimmy Deenihan T.D., Minister for
Kenneally and Irish-American activist Diaspora Affairs, added, “These 10
and publisher Niall O’Dowd.
people show the remarkable diversity

• Larry McQuaid, a native of
Falcarragh, Co. Donegal, died in
Seattle on October 14 after a long
battle with cancer.
IHC AGM & ELECTIONS – The Irish
Heritage Club’s annual general
meeting and election of officers is
Sunday, November 16, at the Wilde
Rover, 111 Central Way, Kirkland.
Hors d’oeuvres will be served at 6
PM and the meeting will start at 6:30
PM sharp.
Anyone interested is welcome to attend although only current paid members may vote.
Terms as board members expire this
year for Ari Hausler, Evan
Westenberger, Jane Sepede, and
Ralph Kosche, and one other board
position is also vacant.
That means that five board positions
must be filled, four for three year
terms and one position for a one year
term.
Once the new board members are
elected, then the positions of president, vice-president, secretary,
treasurer and membership secretary
must also be filled.

The late Jim Flaherty, Canada’s former of Ireland’s reach in the world.
minister of finance who died in April “For the first time, there are awardees
this year, was honoured in the business from the UAE, Korea and Russia, in Frank Gill is not accepting re-nomination as membership secretary afand education category.
addition to the more expected locations
Canada’s federal Minister of Finance of Britain, the U.S., Canada and Ausfrom 2006 to 2014, Flaherty was an ex- tralia.
emplary supporter of all things Irish.
“The nominations are made in different
He supported many Irish related categories, but there is enormous overprojects in Canada including, the estab- lap. For example, Colm McLoughlin is,
lishment of Ireland Park, the restora- deservedly, nominated for his business
tion of O’Connor House in Toronto, successes, and using that success to
funding for the D’ Arcy McGee centre support Ireland’s reputation; but he is
in Carlingford Co. Louth, federal fund- equally an unstinting supporter of the
ing for the Ireland Canada University Irish community in Dubai.
Foundation which encourages and fa- “They are not all Irish born. Thomas
cilitates links between scholars in Ire- Keneally, the wonderful writer, is first
land and Canada, the restoration of the and foremost an Australian; but he is
famine graveyard on Partridge Island proud of his Irish heritage and has writand the Irish Festival in Miramichi.
ten and spoken about it. Niall O’Dowd
The Presidential Distinguished Service
Award was established by the Irish Government following the 2011 Global Irish
Economic Forum as a means of recognising the contribution of the Irish
Abroad to Ireland.

Flanagan said, “We owe a huge debt of
gratitude to these remarkable people for
what they individually contributed to
Ireland, to the Irish abroad and our international reputation.

Studio 404, Bemis Building, 55 S. Atlantic Street Seattle.
The per person price of $25 includes
the sitting fee and four passport photos.
For
reservations,
e-mail
Rozarii@rozariiphotography.com or
call (206) 979 0817.
CELTIC YULETIDE – Magical Strings’
36th Annual Celtic Yuletide Concert
series starts November 30 in Kingston and December 13 in Seattle and
December 12 in Tacoma.
Concerts will also be held in Kent,
Mount Vernon, Bellevue, Portland
and Leavenworth.
Featuring the lyrical and joyful
sounds of Celtic harps, hammered
dulcimers, violins, cello, whistles,
concertina, percussion and more,
this grand gala of Celtic-inspired
holiday music is filled with Irish singing, dancing, juggling, caroling and
storytelling. For details, visit
magicalstrings.com.
SENIORS’ LUNCHEON – The Irish
seniors’ Christmas luncheon will be
at noon on Saturday, December 6,
at F X McRory’s, 419 Occidental Avenue S., Seattle.

ter 13 years in the position where he
has done a wonderful job and has
surely earned a break!

Sit down lunch with choice of ham or
turkey at $10 per person ($20 nonseniors). Please call reservations to
book (425) 290-7839 (include names
of any guests and their lunch
choices).
CHRISTMAS HOOLEY – A second
annual Irish community Christmas
holiday party is being planned to
kick-off the Christmas season on
Saturday, December 6, from 6:30-9
PM at F X McRory’s, 419 Occidental
Avenue S., Seattle.
We had so much fun last year that
the Seattle area’s Irish groups want
to do it again! Special priced drinks,
appetizers, live music, and more. Admission is FREE, but do mark your
calendar!
SEATTLE GAELS – The annual
Seattle Gaels awards banquet will be
on Saturday, November 15, at a location TBD. This is the end of the
year event where player awards are
handed out, etc.
Then the Seattle Gaels AGM (annual
general meeting) and elections will
be held on Sunday, December 7.
If you are at all interested in becoming involved in helping organize
things in 2015 please plan to attend
the AGM.

[Continued next page]

If you have any suggestions for new
people who might make good board
members or officers, contact nominations chair David Jacobsen at
(206)
412-2960
or
DavidJ@irishclub.org.
McMORROW CONCERT – Irish
singer and songwriter James Vincent
McMorrow performs at Seattle’s Neptune Theatre on Sunday, November
16.

has become one of the best known James is currently touring in support
voices of the Diaspora here in Ireland.” of his recent album Post Tropical,

O’Dowd is the founder of Irish Central
website as well as of Irish America
Magazine and the Irish Voice newspaper. He is also responsible for pubMinister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, lishing IrishCentral.com community
Charlie Flanagan, T.D., announced this news and The Irish Emigrant newsyear’s recipients from Washington, paper in Boston.
D.C. on October 14.
O’Dowd is one of the founding memWhile on his trip, he met U.S. VicePresident Joe Biden, Secretary of State
John Kerry, and senior U.S. officials to
discuss issues including the Northern
Ireland peace process, Irish-U.S. economic links and immigration reform.

By
JOHN
KEANE

Our special guest on the day is Daidí
na Nollag (Father Christmas). Over
350 Irish seniors, the majority of them
Irish-born, have attended these
luncheons over the past six years.

bers of the Irish Lobby for Immigration
Reform, which was established in 2005
to lobby the U.S. Congress for comprehensive immigration reform.

Deenihan said, “Taken together, this
group show diverse talents: cultural
awareness, business acumen, humanity, far sightedness and, in different
ways, a concern to make the world a
better place. I want to congratulate them
all and look forward to meeting them
when they come to Ireland”.

“The Presidential Distinguished Service Award acknowledges the many The recipients of Presidential Distinways in which our diaspora contribute guished Service Awards in 2014 are:
Fionnula Flanagan (U.S.); Thomas
to Ireland.
Keneally (Australia); Fr. PJ McGlinchey
“Whether through their charitable work, (Korea); Jim Flaherty (deceased,
their support for Irish communities, or Canada); Catherine Day (EC); Colm
their contribution to the arts, their serv- McLoughlin (UAE); Mary Allen (Britice and commitment to this country is a ain); Avril Conroy (Russia); Niall
shining example to us all and I am de- O’Dowd (U.S.); Kevin Cahill (U.S.).

which reached Number One on the
Irish independent charts.

Visit jamesvmcmorrow.com or call 1877-784-4849 for tickets.

LORRAINE CUNNINGHAM, Justin and Natalia McMahon, and
Nanci Spieker at the social following Seattle’s Mass in Gaelic.

IRISH MUSICAL – From November
20-23, Cedar Park Church, 16300
112th Avenue NE, Bothell, presents
Katie’s Hope, a musical about an
Irish immigrant family’s journey to
America from Famine torn Ireland in
1847.
An original play with original music,
a cast of about 30, and a full orchestra, some céili scenes are choreographed by Peggy O’Toole Weber.
Admission free but an offering will be
accepted.
PASSPORT PHOTOS – Irish and
European passport photo requirements are slightly different from the
U.S. passport photo requirements, BELFAST ARTIST and filmmaker Marcus Robinson (center)
especially image size and poses.
with Helen Anne Gately (left) and Caroline Cumming (right) at
Seattle-based Irish photographer, Seattle’s Irish Reels Film Festival 2014. The wonderful docuRozarii Lynch, takes passport pho- mentary Rebuilding the World Trade Center was directed by
Marcus who spent 2,000 days filming the construction of the
tos to the Irish/EU standard.

new WTC buildings, including the Freedom Tower which offi-

Her next photo session is Saturday,
November 22 from 10 AM-3 PM at cially opened this month.
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SEATTLE IRISH NEWS
[Continued from page 24]
Visit Seattle Gaels on Facebook for
details and location of both events.
If you have any questions on the
committee (how it works, what position may best suit you, etc.), e-mail
chair@SeattleGaels.com.
BOOK CLUB – The next Irish Book
Club meeting is Tuesday, January 13
to discuss The Land of Spices by
Kate O’Brien, a book that was
banned in Ireland when first published in 1941.
O’Brien’s writings were ahead of their
time and she is known as a feminist
writer because of her desire for gender
equality.
Contact
hudit@comcast.net for meeting details.

RITA AND SEAMUS Brennan, Mary Kelly, Miriam Doyle and
Tina Bonfield at the social following Seattle’s Mass in Gaelic.

IRISH TV – Moone Boy is an Irish
comedy sitcom created, co-written by
and co-starring Irish actor Chris
O’Dowd which is being shown on
KCTS Channel 9 here in Seattle.
The series is semi-autobiographical
of O’Dowd and focuses on the life of
a 12-year-old boy with an imaginary
friend who is growing up in the late
1980s and early 1990s in Boyle, Co.
Roscommon.
IMMIGRATION NOTES – If you’re
not already a U.S. citizen but are eligible to apply for citizenship having
legally lived continuously in the U.S.
for the past five years (in certain
cases only three years), Seattle’s
Irish Immigrant Support Group urges
you to start the process right away
to become a U.S. citizen so that your
vote will count in the next election.

FIVE QUINN SIBLINGS met recently in their native Co. Down
to celebrate their brother Sean’s 80th birthday. (L-R) Mary Rynne
(New York), Danny Quinn (Edmonds), Sean Quinn (Co. Down),
Jimmy Quinn (New York), and Teresa Fearon (Co. Down). While
in Ireland, Danny also attended a reunion of the Irish who had
worked on the Alaskan Pipeline between 1974-1977.

Note that your rights and responsibilities as an Irish citizen are not affected in any way by becoming a dual
Irish-U.S. citizen, but you do gain numerous advantages.
Call (425) 244-5147 and a member
of the group will answer your questions and even help you complete the
application.
Cheers,
John Keane

NOVENAS
Novena to St. Anthony
Remember, O Saint of Miracles, that you
have never failed to help and comfort
anyone who has ever sought you in a
time of need. I too come to you, who are
so rich in graces, and the favoured friend
of the Infant Jesus, confident that I do
not pray in vain.

CÁIT CALLEN, Frank Shriane, Monica McGlynn and Kay
McKenna at the social following Seattle’s Mass in Gaelic.

KIM COONEY, Mike Boyle, Catherine Boyle, and Bernadette
Noonan at the social following Seattle’s Mass in Gaelic.

Eloquent preacher of the Infinite Mercy
of God, do not refuse my prayer, but take
my request before the throne of God, so
that I may have help and strength in my
present trial and necessity. Listen to my
voice, together with that of your friars who
ask you a grace for me. Amen. – MJ, CT,
PMK
•
Novena to the Blessed
Virgin Mary
Novena to the Blessed Virgin Mary (never
known to fail). O most beautiful flower of
Mount Carmel, fruitful vine, splendour of
Heaven, Blessed Mother of the Son of
God. Immaculate Virgin, assist me in
this my necessity. There are none that
can withstand your power. O show me
herein you are my Mother, Mary, conceived
without sin, pray for us who have recourse to thee (three times).
Sweet Mother, I place this cause in your
hands (three times). Holy Spirit, you who
solve all problems, light all roads so that
I can attain my goal. You gave me the
Divine gift to forgive and forget all evil
against me. This prayer must be said
for three days, even after the request is
granted and the favour received, it must

be published.
– KLSMC, PMKMC, MJF, DF, ADB,
CSKB, CC, CKB, LC, SLMKR, CB
•
Novena to St. Jude
Most holy apostle, St. Jude, faithful servant and friend of Jesus, the Church
honors and invokes you universally, as
the patron of hopeless cases, of things
almost despaired of. Pray for me, I am
so helpless and alone. Make use I implore you, of that particular privilege given
to you, to bring visible and speedy help
where help is almost despaired of.
Come to my assistance in this great need
that I may receive the consolation and
help of heaven in all my necessities, tribulations, and sufferings, particularly (Here make your request) and that I may
praise God with you and all the elect forever. I promise, O blessed St. Jude, to
be ever mindful of this great favor, to always honor you as my special and powerful patron, and to gratefully encourage
devotion to you. Amen.
– PMC, MJF, CB, CC
•
Novena to St. Anthony
Remember, O Saint of Miracles, that you
have never failed to help and comfort
anyone who has ever sought you in a
time of need. I too come to you, who are
so rich in graces,

Publication of this prayer
is $25 monthly
(Canadian residents
include 5% GST)

and the favoured friend of the Infant Jesus, confident that I do not pray in vain.
Eloquent preacher of the Infinite Mercy
of God, do not refuse my prayer, but take
my request before the throne of God, so
that I may have help and strength in my
present trial and necessity. Listen to my
voice, together with that of your friars who
ask you a grace for me. Amen. – SVS
•
Novena to St. Clare
For nine days, pray for one impossible
request, two business requests, pray
nine Hail Marys for nine days, each day.
This novena must be published whether
prayers are granted or not. – SVS
•
Novena to the Infant
Jesus of Prague
O Infant Jesus, I run to you begging you
through Your Holy Mother to save me in
this need (name it), for I truly and firmly
believe that Your Divinity can defend me.
Full of trust, I hope in you to obtain Your
holy grace. I love You with all my heart, I
am painfully sorry for my sins and on my
knees I beg You, O Little Jesus, to free
me from them. My resolution is to improve and never more to offend You.
Therefore, I offer myself to You and to
serve You faithfully. I will love my neighbour as myself from my heart for the love
of You. O Little Jesus, I adore You, O
Mighty Child, I implore You. Save me in
this need (you can mention if here), that
I may enjoy You eternally, with Mary and
Joseph see You and with all the angels
adore You. – SVS
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The Wild Atlantic Way:
Ireland’s road trip of a lifetime
By CATHOLINE BUTLER
VANCOUVER – Last month Tourism Ireland representatives toured
western Canada with stops in Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver.
Tanya Warren and Helen Cole of the
Toronto office were co-presenters at
the media event in Vancouver and they
were accompanied by Ruairi Lehmann
from the Amsterdam office.

THE PROPOSED SITE for the Ireland Canada Monument at
David Lam Park in Vancouver (pictured above) includes only
the circular planter area.

Also travelling with Tourism Ireland
were reps from Irish hotels and a travel
agency, along with rail tour and entertainment sectors, who were available
to speak on a one-on-one with guests
at the luncheon.
Representatives were Aoife Hickey of
Killarney Lake Hotel; Peter Brazil of
My Holiday Ireland; Jim Deegan of Rail
Tours Ireland First Class; Roisin
Wallace of Manor House Hotels &
Irish Country Hotels; and Marie
Brennan of Shannon Heritage.
Ireland recently received a ringing endorsement from Lonely Planet, the influential travel guide’s Best in Travel
2015 publication, which looks at the
hottest global trends, destinations and
experiences to anticipate in the year
ahead.

ENTERTAINMENT was pro- HELEN Cole and Tanya Warvided by local fiddler Doug ren with Tourism Ireland are
Medley and bodhran player based in Toronto, Ontario.
Scott Alpen.

“Ireland has been
chosen as one of the
top five destinations
to visit for 2015”

Lonely Planet says Ireland is one of
the best in travel for 2015, citing the
scenery and the hospitable nature of the
people as one of the destination’s greatcomes), as well as our amazing landest qualities.
scape and scenery.
Helen Cole spoke with The Celtic Connection at the event saying, “We are Helen explained that it is even easier
really excited about just receiving this now to travel to Ireland from Canada
amazing accolade from Lonely Planet. with two carriers flying year round.
“Ireland has been chosen as one of the
top five destinations to visit for 2015
and we have gained this accolade because of the Irish hospitality, the céad
míle fáilte (one hundred thousand wel-

Dublin, or they can route through Chicago and Boston.
“Air Canada Rouge is also flying from
Toronto to Dublin with obviously great
connections right across Canada. So,
no matter where you are in Canada, it’s
even easier to get to Ireland.
“WestJet started their first European
flight this year and they’re flying from
St. John’s, Newfoundland to Dublin. Of
course, Air Transit also offers a great
seasonal service from April to October.”

Speaking about tourism to Ireland and
what’s ahead in 2015, Helen said, “last
year was a record breaking year in tour“Our national carrier, Aer Lingus, is fly- ism.
ing year round direct from Toronto to
Dublin with great connectors across “In 2013 we had the Year of the GathCanada. For those on the west coast ering in Ireland with 125,000 visitors
there is a flight from San Francisco to from Canada. It was really a record
breaking year from the whole of North
America.”
This year has also been a very good
one for tourism in Ireland said Helen.
“We’re on target to surpass numbers
from last year and we’re looking at a
plus 11 percent from North America.
“Definitely our Canadian visitors are
increasing more and more. All our
travel partners here have really noticed
an increase in the number of Canadians visiting Ireland.

Vancouver Parks Board
reports progress
on the proposed Ireland
Canada Monument
By BRENDAN FLYNN
Executive Director
The Ireland Canada
Monument Society

with artwork featuring a shamrock
within a maple leaf.

A 32 panel design will include 16 panels each with the names of 16 persons
VANCOUVER – The Vancouver and their contributions.
Parks Board recently updated the IreApproximately 200 names have been
land Canada Monument Society on the
two park sites under consideration for confirmed to date with a possible remaining 56 names to be added after the
the proposed monument.
monument is erected.
Once clearance from local utility companies has been obtained, the public The other 16 panels will include artwork
consultation process notifying nearby honouring the contributions of the Irish
residents and businesses about the to Canada and City of Vancouver.
project can proceed on January 29, The society has also proposed to Parks
2015 for a three week period.
Board that the monument would be
One site is located at George Wainborn placed within the proposed area of the
Park, with an alternate site at David park to be designated ‘The Garden of
Lam Park. Both parks are situated on Ireland’ (for the George Wainborn site
the north shore of False Creek and are only).
used year round by local residents.

The society will organise a meeting at
the Roundhouse Community Centre in
Signs describing the proposed development will be erected at each park and Yaletown to review the above and consimilar mailers will be sent to neighbour- sider any suggestions that may enhance
the monument. Details to follow.
ing businesses and residents.
The society will work in conjunction The Monument Society would like to
with Vancouver Parks Board to com- extend their sincere gratitude to staff
plete a new design for the preferred at Parks Board for this very welcome
news. Most of all, thanks to everyone
site.
for their patience to date.
To summarize, it is the intention of the
Monument Society to complete a de- For more updates and more informasign that will include a central column tion, visit: www.irelandmonumentv
ancouver.com.

“We actually have target growth to the
end of 2016 at 47 percent growth. These
are ambitious targets but we feel confident now with this year round access.
“There are also great opportunities for
group travel, especially in the off peak
season. You can get great value both
on travel and when you get to Ireland.”
The Irish coastline has always offered
spectacular scenery but now that coastline experience has just become longer. THE SITE area at George Wainborn Park is bounded by a low
The Wild Atlantic Way is Ireland’s new concrete curb (not shown in foreground) and includes the semisignature touring route. It’s the road trip barren area shown in the immediate foreground
of a lifetime.
This is Ireland’s first long-distance driving route, hugging 2,500 kilometres of
coastal road along Ireland’s western
seaboard. It’s a wild and rugged step
off the traditional tourist trail and the
longest defined coastal drive in the
world.

THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY is a tourism trail on the west coast
of Ireland. The 2,500 kilometre (1,553 miles) driving route
passes through nine counties and three provinces, stretching
from County Donegal’s Inishowen Peninsula, directly north of
Derry, to Kinsale, County Cork. Along the route there are places
and attractions which have been designated as points of interest for travellers.

Official signposts, maps, app and
website are now in place and the drive
also conveniently connects with Northern Ireland’s Causeway Coastal Route.
For more information about tourism to
Ireland: www.ireland.com.
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The Map of Colm Tóibín’s Mind
NE of the great
successes of
Irish fiction
writing in the
past generation has been the body of
work produced by Colm
Tóibín.

O

He has greatly contributed to the
internationalisation of Irish fiction, setting his novels and stories in countries from Argentina
to Spain, while deftly interweaving the political backdrops of
those countries with those of our
own.

THE VIEW FROM
IRELAND

By
MAURICE
FITZPATRICK

Then there is the man’s head. On his
shoulders sits something that even Pablo
Picasso would have envied.
Behind his skull is a brain that works in
perpetual overdrive and produces a
body of work impressive both for its
copiousness and originality.
His essays, which appear most commonly in The New York Review of
Books, give a sense of the breath of
his interests and erudition.
They pick up where his non-fiction
books of the 1980s and 1990s left off in
their probing of historically interesting
characters, their exploration of gay fiction and Irish identity.
The Irish public’s first encounter with
Tóibín was as a columnist and editor of
In Dublin and Magill in the 1980s.
Those magazines were instrumental in
changing the character of Irish journalism, and it was the innovative force of
Tóibín, among many others, that
achieved it.

America has been kind to Tóibín, and it
was his American-set novel that last
year became Tóibín’s first to be produced as a feature film (a U.S. television film was made of The Blackwater Lightship in 2004).
Brooklyn tells the story of an Irish country woman transposed to New York
during the wave of Irish emigration in
the 1950s. The film will premiere next
year.
Yet Tóibín’s finest fiction has flourished
in his home town of Enniscorthy, CHRISTINA NOBLE with children at the AISHK’s Kindergarten
County Wexford. Embedded in a seProject in Vietnam.
ries of dark and startling short stories,
Mothers and Sons, published in 2006,
is a depiction of a middle-aged widow’s
emancipation from a dynastic family
business that is bringing she and her
children to ruin.
The story, The Name of the Game, is
an examination in miniature of dozens
of orthodoxies of small town Ireland that
conspired to sustain the status quo, to
stifle the lives of individual talents and
to shore up the power of a few families
that very cosily carve up power among
themselves.

He has managed to turn banal subjects
such as Henry James’ failed attempts
in the dramatic form into lively and fascinating material for a novel, The Master.
He has joined the swarms of artists who
have tried to depict the holy family in
art with something strikingly original in
his novel and play, The Testament of
Mary. The direction of his work is never
predictable, it twists and turns with his
instinct to explore new ground.

inaugural professor of Irish literature.

Christina Noble:
‘A woman of colossal
strength who would not
be beaten down in life’

By SHARON GREER BROWN
One of the most intriguing films at this
The heroine of the story manages, year’s Vancouver International Film
through her own guile and hard work, Festival (VIFF) held September 25 to
to break the mould.
October 10 was Noble, the highly afIt is worth recalling that story because fecting account of an extraordinary
Tóibín’s latest work, just published this woman called Christina Noble.
COLM TÓIBÍN
month, a novel entitled Nora Webster, You can’t help but compare the woman
is also set in Enniscorthy; and like some
Tóibín’s background in journalism ena- of his very best work, the novel has as with her last name – ‘having or showbled him to create cleaner, more authen- its protagonist a middle-aged deter- ing fine personal qualities or high moral
principles and ideals’. Christina Noble
tic fiction than he might have otherwise mined and forthright woman.
is all of that and more.
written.
Tóibín once said in interview that Born in the slums of Dublin in 1944, she
As he put it: “Journalism got the poison Enniscorthy is the map of his mind. Its
out of me... I didn’t need to put the an- characters live and breathe in his fic- was raised under extremely harsh conditions. Her mother died when Christina
ger into novels.”
tion.
was 10 years old.
And so his fiction developed apace, and For all the international plaudits he has
expanded into new territories, such as received and the experience he has Subsequently Christina and her siblings
America. Setting a novel, Brooklyn, in gained, much of the inspiration that has were allocated to different orphanages
the USA for the first time in 2009 was enabled his fiction to reach its potential because their alcoholic father could not
partly a result of Tóibín’s having lived is attributable to joys and sorrows of manage them on his own. At one point
on and off in American cities for the his youth in Enniscorthy, and to the char- in the orphanage she was cruelly told
by the nuns that her siblings were dead.
past 10 years.
acters he met while growing up there. This was a lie.
He was appointed to several prestig- It is there that he has constructed a
ious visiting positions at Stanford, Texas, house that faces out over the Irish Sea At the age of 16, Christina finally esPrinceton before gaining his sinecure and where his mind can fully unfold, and caped the brutality of the nuns only to
end up living rough in Phoenix Park,
at Columbia University, where he is the be mapped onto the page.
Dublin where she was gang-raped.

Dublin’s northside featured
at Vancouver EU Film Fest

In an Ireland where homosexuality had
yet to be decriminalised, they wrote
about gay art; in an Ireland where huge IRELAND’S film in the EU Film Fesdoubt surrounded the country’s tival Vancouver, Ballymun Lullaby by
taoiseach’s personal means.
Director Frank Berry, screens on MonThis new brand of Irish journalism was day December 1, 6:30 PM, at the
packaged in the stylish formatting of the Cinemateque, 1131 Howe Street, bemagazines. Magill, by any standards, tween Helmcken and Davie Streets.
was very handsomely produced: the This heart-warming documentary folexciting voices to which it gave plat- lows the dynamic and funny Ron
form were well served by the colourful Cooney who has been working in the
and provocative presentation of the sto- Ballymun high-rise housing estate in
ries they broke.
Dublin for 15 years, helping his comSome of the journalistic stories Tóibín munity through music.
wrote – one on ‘The General’, Martin This music will challenge the negative
Cahill, another on a judge who was in- views many still hold of the area – views
directly censored by his colleagues, for that have the potential to hold his stuexample – prompted him to explore in dents back.
fiction what he had reported on in fact.
The camera follows Ron and composer
Tóibín wished to write about what mo- Daragh O’Toole as they work with
tivated people and what they feared.
their talented students to produce an
So, he checked into that great incuba- original, world class collection of music
tor of Irish art, the Tyrone Guthrie Cen- that gives voice to their story, leading
tre in County Monaghan, where he to a unique collaboration with the RTÉ
would live for months at a time, push- Concert Orchestra.
ing himself to produce first class work, What Ron and his students have
emerging only to speak to his close achieved is simply amazing. Ballymun
friend, the novelist Sebastian Barry, and Lullaby is a story that needs to be
to raid the fridge.

In the early 1970s Christina had a
dream about Vietnam. It was such a
powerful vision that she ultimately (after raising her children) left for Vietnam in 1989. And this is where the both
haunting and uplifting film opens.
It’s a poignant, evocative portrayal of a
woman who overcame horrific odds to
dedicate her life to the street children
of Vietnam who named her Mama Tina.
Actors Deirdre O’Kane, Sarah Greene
and Gloria Cramer Curtis characterize
Noble at different stages of her life.
They all give exceptional performances
and bring to life on screen the harrowing story of an amazing human being.
Directed by Stephen Bradley (Deirdre
O’Kane’s husband), the film illustrates
the resilience of the human spirit
through the heartwarming woman with
colossal strength who would not be
beaten down in life.
Alleviating child poverty in Vietnam as
well as Mongolia is the cornerstone of
Christina Noble’s existence. A must-see
film.

Anyone interested in information about
She became pregnant and against her
or giving a donation to Christina Noble
will the baby boy was forcibly removed
Children’s Foundation, please check the
by another order of nuns and adopted
website at www.cncf.org or simply
out. She never saw her son again.
google her name.
Eventually, she married and had three
This Christmas why not think about a
more children but her husband was
donation of as little as $15 towards a
physically and mentally abusive. She
gift to an underprivileged child in Vietended up taking the children and fleenam or Mongolia.
ing from him.

National Museum of Ireland
dealing with a funding crisis
HAVING worked 15 years in
Ballymun, an area of disadvantage, music teacher, Ron
Cooney, decided that attitudes
had to change. The result is a
compilation of music, giving
the young people of Ballymun
a voice and
reshaping
Ballymun’s identity.
heard. More information about the film
is available at www.ballymun
lullabythefilm.com.
The festival website includes the full
schedule of films and ticket information: http://thecinematheque.ca/
eufilmfestival.

DUBLIN – The National Museum of
Ireland is considering closures and
entrance fees to deal with a 2015 funding crisis. The board believes funding for next year is not enough to
cover running costs.

troduction of entry charges.

Entrance charges to its four constituent museums – the Natural History
museum on Dublin’s Merrion Street,
the National Museum of Ireland –
Archaeology on Kildare Street, the
The museum is due to receive fund- Decorative Arts and History museum
ing of EU11.3 million in 2015, equiva- in Collins Barracks and the Country
lent to its 2014 allocation. However, Life museum in Co. Mayo – would
it is understood the museum believes require the approval of both Houses
this will be insufficient to cover its of the Oireachtas
running costs and services next year.
Since 2008, exchequer funding to the
A meeting of the board of the mu- organisation has decreased by 40 perseum considered a series of options, cent. Over recent years it has drawn
one of which is whether it should put on its financial reserves to address
a request to Minister for Arts, Herit- funding shortfalls. However, these
age and the Gaeltacht Heather reserves are now considered to be
Humphreys that could lead to the in- exhausted.
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